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Speech Perception

Ganong, W. F. (1980). Phonetic
categorization in auditory word
perception. Journal of Experimental
Psychology:
Human Perception and Performance, 6,
110-125.

To all human beings, perceiving sound is
an effortless task. When someone
introduces himself as “Dan”, you hardly
perceive it wrongly as “Tan”. However,
do you really know how do we perceive
sound?
Before answering this question, I have to
emphasize that when we say /d/ or /t/,
our vocal tract is actually blocked and
then released. We name these
consonants as “stops”. All stops lie along
an acoustic continuum based on "voiceonset-time (VOT)” which refers to the
time between the release of a stop and
the onset of vibration of the vocal folds.
Now, put one finger on your vocal
chords and say "da" and then "ta"

Who We Are Categorical
Perception of Sound: The
mystery of /d/ and /t/

Interestingly, when participants were asked to
identify sounds of VOT ranging from 0ms to
60ms, they perceived all sounds with VOT
lower than 20ms as a category of /d/ and all
sounds with VOT higher than 40ms as another
category of /t/. This shows that we perceive
the acoustic continuum as members of
discrete categories and we can easily identify a
sound as belonging to one category.

By Kwong Wai Ting Kathy

and feel the difference. Do you find that when
you say "da" your vocal chords vibrate almost
right from the start but when you say "ta" your
vocal chords do not vibrate until after a short
delay? This is an evidence showing that /t/ has
longer VOT than /d/. More precisely, linguists
have found that a typical /d/ has a VOT of
20ms while a /t/ has a VOT of 40ms.
Certainly, we can perceive /d/ and /t/
correctly when they are pronounced properly.
However, how do we perceive them if they are
not pronounced properly (with VOT other than
20ms and 40ms)?
In order to know this, linguist Ganong, W. F.
and his colleagues carried out two significant
experiments as early as 1980. The experiments
were conducted with the help of an electronic
device so that they could artificially change a
sound’s VOT.

This phenomenon is called “categorical
perception”. We perceive sound in a
categorical manner. Within a particular part of
the continuum, all sounds are perceived as the
same but there is a sharp change of perception
at a specific position. Beyond that position,
sounds are perceived as another identity, as
shown in the case of /d/ and /t/. Finally, you
may ask “what if the sound is of VOT between
20ms and 40ms? Do we classify it as /d/ or
/t/?” Alright. The answer is pretty stupid—
either /d/ or /t/. It depends!

Speech Perception

The Dinner Party Problem:
How We Manage to
Communicate in Our Noisy
Environment
Warren, R.M., Obusek, C.J. (1971). Speech
perception and phonemic restorations.
Perception and Psychophysics, 9(3B),
358-362.

Imagine you’re at a dinner party and
trying to listen to what your partner is
saying, with dozens of people talking
the background and other interfering
noises like the sound of both of you
eating. Do you have problems
understanding and communicating with
your partner? Most people would say
no, because in our everyday life most of
the conversations we have don’t take
place in complete silent environment,
yet we have almost no trouble
understanding each other. Most people
don’t even process the amount of noises
in the background!
Research have replicated this “dinner
party problem” in the laboratory, and
found that when part of a word in a
sentence is replaced by a cough, the

By Liu Yiwen
listener still “hears” the missing sound loud and
clear, and think the cough occurred either
earlier or later in the sentence. However, if the
sound is replaced by a silent gap, then listeners
are able to detect that a sound is missing from
the sentence. They are also very accurate at
detecting exactly where the silence is. This is
called the phonemic restoration effect.
Warren and Obusek (1971) explained these
findings through a number of factors, and gave
insight into how our brains process incoming
sounds and build them into meaningful
conversations. First, a cough is a familiar
sound that we hear often in the real world and
can sometimes happen in the middle of a
conversation; therefore we often hear the
missing sound even though it’s an illusion.
Furthermore, since coughs are so common we
normally just ignore it in every day
conversations, therefore listeners are bad at
finding exactly where in the sentence the
cough took place. On the other hand, a silent
gap occurring in the middle of a sentence is

not very typical, therefore listeners are better
at detecting exactly where the silence is, and
they are also able to tell that a part of the word
is missing. This could be because in the real
world, silent gaps suggest that the speaker is
taking a pause, which tells the listener that the
speaker is taking a break. Therefore we are
better at detecting silence rather than coughs
when they partially replace a word in a
sentence.
Another finding was that even when listeners
hear the same sentence over and over again,
with the same sound replaced by a cough, they
still don’t know exactly where it took place in
that sentence. This is because when they hear
the sentence with the cough, the word partially
covered is heard clearly due to the phonemic
restoration effect, therefore we generally
ignore the cough since it doesn’t affect our
hearing. After many trials we still don’t know
the exact location of the cough, because in the
real world coughs don’t affect our ability to
understand conversations. It doesn’t stand out
enough to catch our attention.
So it appears that the skill we normally take
for granted in our everyday life is actually due
to the complex machinery that is our brain.
Many of us don’t even realise the gift that we
possess: to pick out meaningful sounds in a
noisy environment and put it together to form
logical sentences. It is interesting to bear in
mind the next time we have a conversation
how intricate our minds are at restoring
partially hidden words. Without this ability
we will only hear individual, meaningless
sounds and would not be able to communicate
at all!
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Understanding Words
Quick selection process based on context
By Ho Cheuk Min Jessica

Have you ever misunderstood

choosing a relevant meaning for

another person simply because

an ambiguous word. One

the words they use can possess

explanation is that we use our

multiple meanings? For an

previous context information to

example, when you hear the

guide us and to select a single and

Bank. Retrieved April 9th , 2015 from

sentence “The fisherman went to

relevant meaning of the word.

http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictio

the bank”, what image did you

This means context information

form in your brain? A fisherman

facilitates in the selection

went inside a financial institution

process. Whereas, the second

to invest or borrow money? Or a

interpretation states that

(re)consideration of context effects.

fisherman went to the land at

previous context information

Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal

either edge of a river to fish?

takes its effect only after all the

Both illustrations are possible and

meanings of the words are

it is difficult for us to interpret the

considered.

Cambridge Dictionaries Online (n.d.)

nary/english-chinesetraditional/bank_1
Swinney, D. A. (1979). Lexical access
during sentence comprehension

Behavior, 18, 645-659

meaning of “bank” just by hearing
the sentence. That means when
there are two or possible meaning
within a single word (i.e. being
ambiguous), we would need to
look for cues from our previous
experiences in order to interpret
the correct meaning.

A new research published by
David A. Swinney from the Tufts
University aimed to examined
these two explanations. In his first
study, he established the context
effect by studying 84
undergraduates from his
university. Participants were

Past studies have investigated

asked to listen and understand a

how and when biases help us in

sentence presented on a

making a final decision in

computer screen, then they have

to decide if the strings of letter
presented on the next screen
forms a word or not. They found
that participants respond the
fastest when context appropriate
or inappropriate words were
presented as compared to
unrelated words. This shows that
when we hear a sentence with an
ambiguous word, we will access
all the possible meanings of the
word (i.e. both context

appropriate and inappropriate

with an ambiguous word during

process after we have accessed

meaning), and ignoring the

the decision process. He

the two meanings. However,

meanings that are not relevant to

repeated the previous experiment

Swinney pointed out that this

the context. This is said to be an

with 144 students. He compared

decision process is likely to be

automatic process because even

the results of representing the 3

completed faster than 750-1000

when a strong semantic context is

types of words (i.e. context

milliseconds (as shown in the

provided, participants still show

related, context inappropriate

second experiment) as in real life

the accessed of context

and irrelevant words) with a slight

situation, the context is often

appropriate and inappropriate

delay following the presentation

present.

words. After that, a quick

of occurrence of the ambiguous

decision process will be carried

word and immediately after it.

out to decide which of the

To conclude, our brain is like a
machine, automatically and

With presenting the visual words

continuously processing

3 syllables after the ambiguous

information. It uses its

word, participants only respond

intelligence to look for cues

faster with the context

around the environment and to

appropriate word. The fact that

make quick decisions in selecting

we access both meanings at the

the correct meaning of the word

In a follow up study, Swinney

beginning but that only one

when encountered an ambiguous

determines to find out the rate at

meaning is available three

word in a sentence.

which we abandon the word with

syllables later suggested that

irrelevant meaning in a sentence

there is a very rapid decision

context relevant meaning is
correct for the current situation,
which means we choose between
the context appropriate and
context inappropriate meaning.
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Turning a deaf ear
How speech errors unnoticed inform us about word
recognition process
Liu Chun Yin
When you are reading this

exactly what they had heard

sentecne, do you notice that a

immediately. Then, they were

word has been misspelt? We often

given the printed script (without

turn a blind eye to typos, and

any error in it) and had to circle

similar things happen when we are

the sounds which were

listen to continuous speech -

pronounced incorrectly. How they

misspoken words are usually

spoke the words and which sound

‘misheard’ to be correct. (In case

they circled were recorded.

you didn’t notice, the misspelt

Marslen-Wilson, W. D., & Welsh, A.
(1978). Processing interactions and
lexical access during wordrecognition in continuous speech.
Cognitive Psychology, 10, 29-63.

While we may think that a
participant can detect an error

For the closer version of the word,

more easily if the substituted

only less than a quarter of

sound is more different from the

Researchers at the University of

participants could repeat words

original sound, participants also

Chicago performed an experiment

with an error exactly. Nearly 75%

tended to miss the error or restore

on the perception of misspoken

of them restored the error and said

the error if it was in the third

words. The researchers recorded a

the correct version of the word.

syllable of a word. Hence the

tape on some novel chapters, but

They performed no better in

position of the error also counts.

they changed the pronunciation of

identifying which word contains

They also restored words more

some words intentionally so that

an error. They missed around 65%

frequently if the words were

they contained a mispronounced

of them. For more deviant errors

highly predictable from the

sound. Some errors were close to

(like pronouncing “tragedy” as

context. For instance, they

the original sound, while others

“travady”), participants were more

restored “cigarette” in “he wanted

deviated more, like ‘tragedy’

apt to detect them: they could

to smoke a cigarekke” more

pronounced as ‘trachady’ (closer

repeat around half of the

readily than “misfortune” in “it

version) or ‘travady’ (more

misspoken words exactly in the

was his misforwune that they were

deviated version). These errors

shadowing task, and could detect

stationary”.

occurred either at the first or third

nearly 95% of them. Moreover,

syllable of the misspoken words.

there were two interesting results.

word is “sentence”)

You may ask: why are we so
mindless about minor slips in

In the experiment, participants
listened to this tape and repeated

speech? This has to do with the

process of recognising words upon

Then how can we explain why we

way to make people drop out from

hearing. Imagine that words to be

think we have heard the correct

the game. If the host declare that

recognised are like careless people

pronunciation of a word? Let’s go

only ladies will win in this round,

playing a special type of Bingo.

back to the Bingo game. As the

men will drop out at the

Incoming sounds are like the

players are careless, they think

beginning. The remaining ladies,

numbers announced by the host.

their numbers match even with a

knowing they have fewer

Different players require a specific

small deviation, say they tick their

opponents, will be more excited

sequence of numbers to win, like

“812” when the host say “815”.

and careless when they check their

every word needs a certain

Actually our system doesn’t

numbers, resulting in a higher

sequence of sound input to be

require an exact match between

chance of ‘false-win’. In parallel,

recognised. When the host starts

sound input and words. Moreover,

when the context strongly predicts

announcing the first few numbers,

a player will get too excited when

some words, our system needs

players having the same number

he is the only one left, so he

fewer sound clues to recognise the

sequence get excited (a word is

doesn’t bother to check the

word for sure, and so we tend to

activated). When more numbers

remaining numbers with the host,

miss the error.

are announced, some people start

and simply declares he wins.

to drop out the game as their

Similarly, in our recognition

numbers don’t match (dissimilar

system, once it has singled out the

words are rejected). When the

final word-choice, it assesses the

process goes on, more players

remaining input in a lesser detail.

withdraw and finally one player

This explains why we tend to miss

remains. He will be the winner (a

the error when it is at the third

word is recognised). This analogy

syllable compared to the first

predicts words can be recognised

syllable.

before we have heard the whole
sound sequence, because all the
other candidates may have
dropped out before the end of the
game.

Why do we possess a ‘sloppy’
(though not always) word
recognition system? After all,
speech is fraught with disturbance
like noise and hesitations in
reality. A stringent system simply
makes comprehension impossible;
otherwise, interactions must take
place in a high-quality sound-

Finally, why does context plays a

proof studio. Let’s our ears remain

role? Like playing a Bingo game,

deaf towards the slips!

the announcement of number
sequences may not be the only

WORD RECOGNITION
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Word recognition
Let the challenge begin!
Jade Martin-Graveline

Have you ever wonder how are

Many psycholinguistic researchs

words stored and organized in our

have been made to understand

brain? How do we look up words?

how words are organised in the

These are some interesting

mental lexicon. One method that

questions that this article will

helps the researchers to answer

answer.

this question is to look at how

Where do words hide?

long it takes for a person to tell if
a serie of letters is a existing word

Allopenna, P. D., Magnuson, J.

In the brain, words are in a part

or if it is not. With those

S., & Tanenhaus, M. K. (1998).

called the mental lexicon. When

researchs, we now know that

we hear a word alone or in a

words organisation takes in

sentence, many words are

consideration if the word is often

activated. The human brain can

use or not. If it frequently used,

differencitate between tousands

people will take less time to

of words which one are being

recognise it than if it is

In the two experiments, the

heard by using different

unfrequently used.

participants looked at picture

Interesting research made in 1998!

containing four objects. Between

mechanisms.
How do we look up words?

spoken word recognition using
eye movements: Evidence for
continuous mapping models.

the words that were presented on
Allopenna, Magnuson &
Tanenhaus conducted two

Words are formed of many
sounds. When we hear the
first sound of a word; all the
words with those sounds are
activated. As we continue to
hear the other sounds, many
previously activated
candidates are eliminated.

Tracking the time course of

experiments. The purpose of
these experiments was to know
which groups of words charring
the same characteristics are
activated when we hear a word.
To answer this question, the
scientists used two different
tasks.

the picture, some of them were
same onset and vowel as the
word the scientists want the
participant to understand (e.g.,
beetle), a rhyme competitor (e.g.
speaker), and a word that don’t
share common characteristics
with the word they are looking for
(e.g., carriage).

In the first task, the participants

his process of understanding the

models such as TRACE

were asked, for example: ‘‘Pick up

sounds that forms words.

(McClelland and Elman, 1986)

the beaker; now put it below the
diamond’’.

The result of this study is that
when we hear a word, the words

In the second task, participants

who share characteristics, such as

heard more and more sounds

same onset and vowel, of the

from a world and they had to say

word that is being said are

which world on the picture was

activated during the

being said.

understanding process.

and Shortlist (Norris, 1994).
Additionally, the time course and
probabilities of eye movements
closely corresponded to response
probabilities derived from TRACE
simulations using the Luce choice
rule (Luce, 1959). In the gating
task, which emphasizes word-

When a word is heard, this
word is activated in the
mental lexicon. This word
activation will prepare the
future activation of other
related words. For example, if
we activate “bug”, then after if
we want the person to
recognise “spy” as an existing
word, it will take less time for
her to do it, because a related
word had been activated
before.

Eye movements to pictures of

initial information, there was

four objects on a screen were

clear evidence for multiple

monitored as participants

activation of cohort members, as

followed a spoken instruction to

measured by judgments and eye

move one of the objects, e.g.,

movements, but no suggestion of

‘‘Pick up the beaker; now put it

rhyme effects. Given that the

below the diamond’’ (Experiment

same sets of pictures were

1) or heard progressively larger

present during the gating task as

gates and tried to identify the

in Experiment 1, we conclude that

referent (Experiment 2). The

the rhyme effects in Experiment 1

distractor objects included a

were not an artifact of using a

cohort competitor with a name

small set of visible alternatives

The scientists recorded the

that began with the same onset

participant’s eye movements

and vowel as the name of the

when the sentence or the word

target object (e.g., beetle), a

was pronounced to see where the

rhyme competitor (e.g. speaker),

participant looked. This

and an unrelated competitor

information gives the

(e.g., carriage). In Experiment 1,

psycholinguists a clue of what the

there was clear evidence for both

participants understands during

cohort and rhyme activation as
predicted by continuous mapping

In conclusion, we see that words
are located in the mental lexicon
in the brain. Those words are
organised in a way that makes it
easier for the person to recognise
words and then understand what
is being said.
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Familiar voices breed faster word recognition
By Wang Jiyao

Imagine you are strolling down

Furthermore, there is evidence

a busy street with a best friend

that listeners are faster to

as you window-shop along the

recognize words spoken by

way. A moment later, you lose

familiar individuals.

sight of your friend among the
heavy crowd. “I’m over here!”,
your friend calls out, and you
immediately turn in that
direction, distinguishing the
voice from the rest of chaos.
What makes that voice so easily
recognizable? Recent research
suggests that voices of speakers
are processed in the brain at a
relatively early stage once the
sound has been received. The
brain region responsible for this
task is the right hemisphere.
According to interesting
findings, words spoken by
familiar individuals are stored
and processed differently than
the words of strangers.

Alisa Maibauer and her research
colleagues recorded the reaction

Maibauer, A., Markis, T., Newell, J., &
McLennan, C. (2013). Famous talker
effects in spoken word recognition.

times of 42 participants from

Attention, Perception, &

Cleveland State University, who

Psychophysics, 76, 11-18.

listened to audiotapes of two-

recorded for each second word,

syllabled words (ex. About,

but participants were unaware

before, etc) and repeated them

of this design. The goal was to

immediately through a

see if the first word in each pair

microphone. The words were

and its speaker would affect

spoken by either Barack Obama

reaction times to the second

or Hillary Clinton, both well-

word in each pair.

known personalities in the
United States whose voices
should sound familiar. However,
speaker identities were kept
secret. The word stimuli were
actually organized into pairs and
reaction times were only

The word pairs belonged to one
of three conditions: 1) Same first
and second words, spoken by
the same famous speaker 2)
Same first and second words,
spoken by different famous
speakers 3) First word spoken

by unrelated speaker (not

speaker they have heard just

of the second words. The

Obama or Clinton), and second

moments ago. Thus, Maibauer

speakers could not be

word different from the first

and her colleagues conducted a

recognized anyway.

word spoken by one of the

follow-up study, in which 39

famous speakers. The

different students from the same

researchers found that reaction

university participated in an

times were fastest in the first

experiment with the same

condition, when the second

procedure as the first, but with

words matched the first words

unfamiliar speakers. Results

and when the famous speaker

intriguingly indicated that

also matched.

reaction times were just as fast

Although this experiment
concluded that familiar voices
lead to faster word recognition,
it could not prove the initial
familiarity of Obama and
Clinton’s voices made any
difference. The faster reaction
times for the first condition
(where words and speakers
matched) could have been easily
hypothesized. It logically made
sense that participants would
react faster to a word and

even when the speaker for the
second word was different than
that of the first word! This is
evidence that the initial
familiarity of the famous
speakers’ voices in the first

Maibauer and her colleagues
point out the importance of such
findings, which imply that
spoken word recognition is
indeed affected by the
familiarity of the speaker. Their
studies also lend support to
previous research showing how
voice processing occurs at an
early stage after the brain
receives sound. When a speaker
is recognizable, sound travels
down a different pathway than if
the speaker is a stranger.

study did make a difference.
Why? Because when
participants heard unfamiliar
speakers (as demonstrated in
the second study), it no longer
mattered if the speaker of the
first words matched the speaker

So how would one capture
another’s attention as quickly as
possible? According to Maibauer
and company, get someone
familiar to deliver the message.

Sentence Comprehension

PREVIEW AND MEMORY AFFECT A
SENTENCE COMPREHENSION?
BY CHAN TING

Please take a look at the

readers less sensitive to take the

following sentence before you

logic of sentence meaning into

move on. “The evidence

account during sentential

examined by the lawyer turned

analysis?

out to be unreliable.” When you

Previous research suggests

read the first three words “The

that the “by” phrase of a

evidence examined”, did you

reduced relative clause may be

take “evidence” initially to be

required to guide the usage of

Clifton, C., Traxler, M. J., Mohamed, M. T., Williams, R. S.,
Morris, R. K., & Rayner, K. (2003). The use of thematic role
information in parsing: Syntactic processing autonomy
revisited. Journal of Memory and Language, 49, 317-334.

unlikely event described) nor
disproportionately influenced
by complexity of grammar.
We use relative clauses to
give additional information
about something or someone

the subject of the verb

the biasing information

without starting another

“examined”? If no, what led

provided by initial noun of a

sentence. However, a relative

you to consider the information

sentence in order to effectively

clause cannot stand alone as a

that “a piece of evidence cannot

analyze the sentence. Yet new

sentence. This clause can

examine anything”? Did the

research offers no support to

modify a subject noun or an

preview of the preposition “by”

this. Moreover, it neither proves

contribute to this consideration?

that low-span readers are less

Besides, compared with readers

sensitive to plausibility (the

of high memory capacity (high-

extent to which a combination

span readers), are low-span

of words represent a likely or

BY CHAN TING

object. For example, in the

To test whether plausibility

examine the significance of

mentioned sentence, “the

can completely override

preview of the “by” phrase.

evidence examined by the

grammatical structure in

lawyer” is a relative clause

determining the initial

university undergraduates were

which tells us more about the

comprehension of a sentence,

involved. Sentences like “The

evidence. It can also be “the

Ferreira and Clifton made use

evidence examined by the

evidence that was examined by

of sentences containing the

lawyer turned out to be

the lawyer”. However when

temporary ambiguity. They got

unreliable” containing a

people omit “that” as well as

conflicting results between their

reduced or unreduced relative

“was”, such reduced relative

study and that of Trueswell and

clause with a “by” phrase were

clause can lead to a temporary

his colleagues which supported

used as test sentences. In half

ambiguity when it modifies a

that plausibility overrides

the conditions, the reader was

subject noun. The omission

grammar. Burgess then held

given with preview of the “by”

makes a verb such as

another research and concluded

phrase while in the other half,

“examined” in the example

that the availability of preview

“by” phrase could only be seen

ambiguous between past tense

of “by” may have an impact on

after the eye had landed on it.

and past participle form. Two

the analysis of sentence so as to

Also, half the conditions with

possible grammatical analyses

affect the results. Inspired by

preview and half without

of the sentence could be “the

the discovery, new research has

preview did have an animate

evidence examined something”

been conducted by Charles

subject. And the subject of the

or “the evidence was examined

Clifton Jr. and his colleagues to

remaining halves was

In their first experiment, 24

and then it…”. Nonetheless, the

inanimate. The participant’s

former analysis would be

fixation times of each region of

found impossible while
considering the plausibility of
meaning.

BY CHAN TING

a test sentence were compared

Experiment 2 was held to

under different conditions.

investigate the influence of

Nevertheless, the times revealed

another factor—memory

that the interaction of ambiguity

capacity on analysis of a

and preview was not significant.

sentence. 22 high-span readers

They only showed that preview

and 22 low-span readers

affect each other. Further, there

affected reading, but didn’t

participated in the study. The

seemed to be no difference in

exhibit that it affected decision

test and filler sentences as well

tactics of sentence interpretation

of sentence analysis. Processing

as measures of this experiment

and sensitivity to information of

time on the “by” phrase was

were exactly the same as those

meaning between high- and

found decreased with presence

in Experiment 1. Nonetheless,

low-span readers.

of preview. However, no sound

experiment 2 tested high vs. low

evidence illustrated that absence

reading span participants

span readers, you may feel

of preview particularly

instead of manipulating

relieved because no evidence

interfered with sentential

preview. From the result, high

displays that low-span readers

analysis. Also, full preview of

and low-span readers displayed

do have limitations on using

the “by” phrase did not avoid

very alike processing patterns,

plausibility to direct sentential

the misanalysis of grammar.

meaning that memory span,

analysis.

animacy and ambiguity did not

So, if you are one of the low-

Sentence Comprehension

DO YOU KNOW WHAT I MEAN?
STUDIES REVEALED THE KEY TO EXPRESSING YOURSELF,
NICELY AND CLEARLY
BY LAW KIT SAN

Do you think that it is hard

of Verbal Learning and Verbal

Examples can be seen below.

to explain something to others

Behavior identified these

The subjects were asked to

in words? Have you been asked

complicating sentence types and

decide on 12 pictures whether

to repeat again and again? Are

explained why.

the sentences depicted the

the people too dumb to
understand? Are they not
paying
attention? Or
is it just that
you are not

The study invited 80
English-speaking subjects to

Slobin, D. I. (1966). Grammatical
transformations and sentence
comprehension in childhood and
adulthood. Journal of Verbal
Learning and Verbal Behavior, 5
(3), 219-227.

pictures correctly. Each picture
was shown twice to each

observe

subject. Their response (right or

their ability

wrong) and the latency (reaction

to

time, abbv. RT) were recorded.

understand

Consistent to the previous

making yourself clear enough in

different sentence types. They

studies, the research pointed out

expressing the ideas? To see

are divided into 5 groups -

that complex sentence types, for

why people find it hard to

children in kindergarten, 2nd,

instance sentences which are

understand what others are

4th, 6th, grades and adults. The

passively constructed, and

talking about, we must first

task required the subjects to

negatives can be the reason for

know more about the different

listen to a sentence and look at a

complication. A passive

types of sentences and how they

picture at a time. Different

sentence is constructed with the

make things complicated. The

sentence types were designed to

actor of an action demoted to

study published in the Journal

assess their levels of difficulty.

either another position in a

BY LAW KIT SAN

sentence or removed from the

higher. People find these

general pattern was that the

sentence. For example, ‘The

sentences harder to understand

negatives required longer RT

boy is hit by the man.’ In the

than simple declarative

while truth of the sentences

sentence, the subject ‘the boy’

sentences like, ‘The man hit the

might interfere with our

is the one who is hit by the

boy.’

thinking process.

actor, ‘the man’. The actor is

While negatives were found

Apart from passives and

placed towards the end of the

to be hard to understand, it

negatives as suggested in

sentence, as compared to its

cannot be said that a positive

previous studies, this study

normal position at the beginning

sentence guarantees simplicity.

discovered that listeners put

Sometimes, the RT for positive

more effort in understanding the

constructions was slower than

relation of subject and object

negative constructions. For

with the action described by the

example, the study found out

verb. Using the same example

that false negatives were

in ‘The man hits the boy’, a

amongst the easier compared

reversed order can be obtained

with other types of false

as in ‘The boy hits the man’.

sentences including some false

Although the latter provides a

positive sentences. The reason

completely different and

might be that we instinctively

perhaps a false meaning, it

assume the positives to be true

makes perfect grammatical

and the negatives to be false.

sense. This is different from

We use more time and effort to

noun phrases in sentences like

confirm if a negative sentence is

‘The girl breaks the glass.’

really true and if a positive

Reversing the order of the

sentence is false. However, the

subject and the object results in

of a sentence. On the other
hand, negatives are sentences
that expressed negation or used
to indicate that something was
not true. For example, ‘The boy
did not hit the man.’ The
negatives confuse listeners.
Most of the errors made by the
subjects were on the negatives.
For both of the passives and
negatives, the RT were general

BY LAW KIT SAN

‘The glass breaks the girl.’ This

In fact, the feature of ‘non-

removed in ‘non-reversible’

is logically not possible in

reversibility’ can speed up

sentences.

grammatical terms as inanimate

sentence comprehension.

noun phrases like ‘the glass’ in

Although passives are

that active, positive, ‘non-

the sentence can never perform

considered as structurally

reversible’ sentences are easier

as an actor. Only animate noun

complex, the RT was as fast as

to understand. Make use of the

phrases like ‘the man’, ‘the boy’

simple, declarative sentence for

above information and keep

and ‘the girl’ can. Therefore,

‘non-reversible’ sentences.

things simple, so that next time

‘non-reversible’ sentences like

Sentences like ‘The glass is

when you are asked to repeat,

‘The girl breaks the glass’ is

broken by the girl’ and ‘The girl

you know what to do!

easier to understand than

breaks the glass’ were proved to

‘reversible’ sentences like ‘The

be almost equally easy. In short,

boy hits the man.’

the structural complexity can be

From the above, we can see

Sentence Comprehension

I DON’T UNDERSTAND THIS – LOOKING INTO
THE CAUSES OF COMPREHENSION ERRORS
LIM TSE KANG MARK

Reading is just a simple task

(1) The prisoner transported

In a research published in the

that most of us perform every

by the guards was

Journal of Memory and

single day. No matter what type

closely watched.

Language, John C. Truewell

of text you are reading, in what

(2) The gold transported by

and Michael K. Tanenhaus from

language you are reading, for

the guards was closely

the University of Rochester and

what purpose you are reading,

watched.

Susan M. Garnsey from the

or where you are reading, we all

Is it the prisoner transporting

University of Illinois at Urbana

need to read day in day out.

something or the gold

have looked into the reason that

Being able to read is important,

transporting something? The

caused the confusion. They

if not essential, but most of the

correct answer is that both the

have also compared different

time it is more important to

prisoner and the gold are the

nouns and verbs which

understand the meaning of the

objects being transported by the

potentially affected your

sentence. How well do you

guards and they were being

reading experience. To study

think you can read and

closely watched. Did you get

that, they invited 24 and 20

understand a sentence? Have

the correct answer? Or perhaps

undergraduates from the

you encountered situations

you answered (1) wrongly but

University of Rochester to read

when you know all the words in

(2) correctly? This type of

a list of sentences. All the

a sentence but still uncertain

sentences is called Garden Path

subjects were required to wear

about the true meaning? Here is

Sentences. These sentences

an eye-tracking device to

a challenge for you.

trick you into thinking the

monitor their eye movements

prisoner did transport

and to record the time they

written in simple English. There

something. But once you

spent reading different words in

are no difficult vocabularies.

encounter by the guards, you

the sentence. Both the overall

Read them carefully and see

know there must be something

time needed to finish reading

how well you understand the

wrong with your initial

the whole sentence and the time

sentences.

interpretation.

needed to complete each part of

Below a pair of sentences

[TYPE THE COMPANY NAME]

the sentence were recorded. The

a living thing can transport an

combinations. Our brain can

longer the time a subject needed

object, and a non-living thing

almost immediately tell that the

to complete a sentence, the

can only be transported.

first nouns in combinations like

higher the difficulty the

Therefore, when subjects could

the jewelry identified, the

sentence had and vice versa.

not find an object after The

necklace described, or the sofa
scratched, cannot be the subject

Trueswell, J.C.; Tanenhaus, M.K. &

that initiate the actions. Even

Garnsey, S.M. (1994). Semantic influences

though they were used to

on parsing: Use of thematic role information

construct Garden Path

in syntactic ambiguity resolution. Journal of

Sentences, subjects had no

Memory and Language, 33, 285-318.

trouble getting the correct
meaning immediately. Of

The result of the experiments

prisoner transported, confusion

course when they are replaced

showed that the meaning of the

emerged and a longer parsing

by living things, we will be in

words was playing an important

time was recorded.

trouble immediately as well.

role immediately during the

Nevertheless, such confusion

That means our brains are like

parsing stage, no matter it was

was not observed when the

double-edged swords, they are

the first time reading or the

sentence became The prisoner

very powerful in processing

second time tracing back

that was transported by the

multiple information at the

attempting to solve the

guards was closely watched,

same time no matter that is

confusion. They found out that

because that was gave the

constructive or destructive.

whether the first noun was a

reader a clue that transported

living thing or not would affect

was not the main verb.

the difficulty of understanding.

Besides, another important

Therefore, perhaps next time
when you face comprehension
problems, you can be less

That means, The prisoner

finding from the experiment

frustrated, because you know

transported by the guards was

was that human brains are in

your brain is already doing its

closely watched would be more

fact very effective and efficient

best to find you the best

difficult than the same sentence

in linking different words with

interpretation. Perhaps you

but started with The gold. And

their meanings by eliminating

should read the first noun and

this is because of our general

impossible combinations or

the verb again to see if they are

knowledge teaches us that only

activating all possible

causing the trouble.

Sentence Comprehension

PSYCHOLOGY FOR GRANDMOTHERS: GARDEN
PATH SENTENCES
MARIO WASHINGTON-IHIEME

Try reading this sentence:

initially interpret it. We then re-

correctly. This has been

‘because he always jogs a mile

analyse the sentence so that it

successfully demonstrated in an

seems a short distance to

makes more sense to us. This

experiment by Christianson,

him.’ How did you interpret it?

explanation is commonly

Hollinworth, Halliwell &

Was it difficult to understand?

referred to as the Garden Path

Ferieira (2001) wanted to

When reading a sentence like

Model of sentence

investigate how re-analysis of a

this we usually analyse the

comprehension.

sentence takes place. In one of

meaning before we look at the

Sentences can either be

their experiments they looked to

grammar, in particular, the

successfully or unsuccessfully

see if participants were able to

words that you have already

re-analysed by individuals.

correctly interpret a garden path

read – for example “Because he

There is no in between. In

sentence. When given a long

always jogs a mile” and you go

particular with sentences that

garden path sentence “While

on to read “seems a long

are relatively long and difficult

Bill hunted the deer that was

distance to him’ you then

to analyse the first time, these

brown and graceful ran into the

realise that the sentence does

type of garden path sentences

woods”. Versus a short garden

not make sense in the way we

are difficult to interpret

path sentence “While Bill

Christianson K, Hollingworth A, Halliwell
JF, Ferreira F. (2001). Thematic roles assigned
along the garden path linger. Cognitive
Psychology, 42, 368–407.

hunted the deer ran into the
woods” they found that when
asked the question “Did Bill
hunt the deer” – participants

[Type the company name]

were more likely to answer

Christianson et al (2001)

order to understand its meaning,

“Yes” when reading the longer

therefore claims that our

however, when it comes to

sentence. This shows that as a

cognitive system only produces

garden path sentences, we fail

result of a lack of re-analysis of

representations of what we

to readjust this cognitive

a sentence, participants instead

process that are “good enough”

analysis and still try to interpret

are miss-analysing the

for us to get the full picture. In

the sentence like any other type

information, which leads to the

general, individuals do not need

of sentence that we encounter.

incorrect interpretation.

to analyse a whole sentence in

[TYPE THE COMPANY NAME]
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THE MAGIC OF WORD FREQUENCY:
WORD FREQUENCY AFFECTS THE SPEED OF
COMPREHENDING A SENTENCE WITH
SEEMINGLY MANY INTERPRETATIONS
WONG MAN CHIU
because past tense forms of

shorter time for readers to

many verbs, like “accepted”, are

correctly identify the sentence

at which we understand a

the same as their past participle

structure. Here, high participle

sentence, when it seems to have

forms. Thus, when people

frequency means the “-ed

not only one possible

encounter a sentence like “the

ending words” are often used as

interpretation? According to

woman found by the police was

participles. Fourteen English-

prior research, people might

dead”, they might first

native-speaking students at the

rely on contextual information

mistakenly refer the verb

University of Pennsylvania

of the whole paragraph to grab

“found” as the action of “the

were recruited. They had to read

the right meaning of such

women”. But they would

80 sentences, 20 of which were

sentences. However, a research

eventually understand that

like:

published in Journal of Memory

“found” is the action of “the

and Language suggests that the

police” once they read the

police contained the missing

usage frequency of the words

whole sentence. It is because

weapon” / “the room which was

plays an essential role in getting

they comprehend the sentence

searched by the police

the exact meaning of the

as “the woman who was found

contained the missing weapon”

sentences.

by the police was dead”.

What determines the speed

Trueswell, J.C. (1996). The role of lexical
frequency in syntactic ambiguity resolution.
Journal of Memory and Language, 35, 566-585.
Actually, people have

Trueswell at the University

1.“the room searched by the

2. “the award accepted by
the man was very
impressive”/“the award which
was accepted by the man was
very impressive”
They read each word one

different levels of difficulty in

of Pennsylvania conducted an

by one at any speed they

understanding a sentence which

experiment and found that

wanted, until they finished the

involves a word with an “-ed

words of high participle

whole sentence. It was found

ending” in its spelling. It is

frequency would lead to a

that the time differences

[TYPE THE COMPANY NAME]
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between reading the fragments

All the procedures were

difference between fragments of

of “searched by” and “which

the same. But this time, the

“searched by” and “who was

was searched by”, were smaller

subject nouns were all replaced

searched by” this time was

than the differences between

by a likely do-er of the “-ed

larger than that in the previous.

reading fragments of “accepted

verb”. Sentences were like “the

This was because for an

by” and “which was accepted

man (who was) searched by the

animate noun, participants

by”. Since “searched” is of a

police was a thief.”/ “the

tended to think it was the do-er

higher participle frequency than

woman (who was) accepted by

of the “-ed verb”. They needed

“accepted”, that means reading

the public was dead”. Results

more time to figure out the right

difficulty was more manifest

reflected that the time

interpretation.

when encountering low

differences between reading the

participle frequency words. To

fragments of “searched by” and

word frequency now? So next

make sure it was not the

“who was searched by”, were

time, when we come across a

meaning of the subject nouns

still smaller than the differences

sentence with seemingly many

like “the room” and “the award”

between reading fragments of

interpretations, we might make

that caused differences in

“accepted by” and “who was

use of word frequency to help

comprehension time, a follow-

accepted by”. But one

comprehend it. Let’s try!

up work was done.

interesting point was that the

Do you notice the magic of

!
!

!

!

Discourse
Processing

!

!

!

!

may even sound a little offensive:

use it to revise our speech when

Tailor-made
Communication?

How am I supposed to know

the common ground is violated.

person being unhelpful on purpose?

-- How We Use Shared
Information When We Speak

Boaz Keysar at the University of

The fact that we find this response

Chicago recruited 24 native

odd is because communication is a

English-speaking undergraduates

cooperative activity; we are

to play a communication game, in

sensitive about the information we

which the speaker and the listener

share, and utilise it as “common

were separated by a barrier, and

ground” to design our speech

each could only see half of the

accordingly. If we fail to realize

computer screen. In the first set of

what information is shared and

the game, one large circle was

what is not, our communication

stably present in each half of the

may break down. But how exactly

screen, which was mutually

does our knowledge about

known by both participants, while

listeners affect the way we speak?

a smaller circle moved across the

by Chen Yong Sherry
Horton, W. S., and Keysar, B.
(1996). When do speakers take
into account common ground?
Cognition, 59, 91-117.

Imagine if you are a tourist
a foreign country, and you would
like to ask someone on the street
for direction of the National
Meseum. This stranger then
answers your question by simply

where the police station is? Is this

William S. Horton and

A study published in

screen barrier. In the second set,

saying, “Ah, the National Meseum

Cognition shows that we do not

however, the larger circle is

is just next to the police station.”

actually use common ground

visible only to the speaker, while

That would not help you with

information to tailor-make our

the smaller circle kept moving.

getting to the meseum at all and

speech in initial planning, but only

!

!
!

!
!

!
st

1 set!

contrasting adjectives such as

pressure, however, seemed to use

“large” or “small” in the first set,

contrasting adjectives equally

then common ground information

frequently in both game sets,

must have been taken into account,

meaning that they relied on shared

because the speaker realized that

and non-shared information to the

the listener shared the same view,

same degree. This suggests when

and they could base their

people first plan their speech

communication on the shared

without time for revision, common

view -- the large circle -- by using

ground information is not taken

its shape to describe the moving

into account. Only when we say

object. However, in the second set,

does not match up with what

information about the large circle

information is shared do we make

was accessible only by the speaker

an effort to consider the common

but not the listener. If the speaker

ground, and revise our speech

failed to consider this, he or she

accordingly.

may still use contrasting

Horton and Keysar explain

adjectives, but the listeners may

this phenomenon by saying that

not be able to understand. Under

common ground is probably

such circumstances, it was only

relatively “high-level” knowledge,

when the speaker used alternative

which makes it costly for our

strategies to get across the

brain to incorporate every time we

message that common ground

produce speech. Instead, taking all

would have been take into

information available in initial

consideration.

planning and then making revision

The researchers conducted
the experiment in a timeconstrained condition as well as a

whenever necessary is a more
economical choice.
So next time when you

no time-constrained condition.

travel to another place and people

They found that speakers under no

tell you “the National Meseum is

time pressure used more

just next to the police station”,

was asked to describe the moving

contrasting adjectives in the first

object so that the listener could

give them a little time to figure out

set of the game but not the second

that you are new here, and perhaps

identify if they saw the same

set, and thus relied more on shared

you will have a better chance at

object moving. If the speaker used

information. Speakers under time

finding your destination!

2nd set!

In each case, the speaker

Discourse
Processing

I Am Ready to Put
Myself into Your Shoes
--People are good at taking the
others’ perspective in
communication
by Jiang Linyan Ray

the nearby coffee table but not the

experiments: people will actually

one in your backpack, which you

detect the discrepancies between

have just bought and not yet

the speakers’ knowledge and

shared with her? In such

theirs and take the message meant

communications, we just have to

by the speakers.

be considerate, respecting the

The researchers tested how

Hanna, J.E, Tanenhaus, M.K, &

simple fact that there are

people would comprehend the

Trueswell, J.C. (2003). The effects

mismatches between what we

speakers’ saying, especially when

on domains of referential

know and what people talking to

they were aware that the speakers

interpretation. Journal of Memory

us may know. It was suggested

have different knowledge about

that people hesitate to take their

the circumstances than them. They

partners’ knowledge into account.

told the participants to pick a

home, your sister flops into the

However, a more recent study

certain object among several, and

couch and asks you to fetch her

published in Journal of Memory

recorded their gaze to see which

“the comic magazine”. Will you

and Language proposes a different

object they were considering. The

realize that she means the one on

story through two intriguing

participants were asked to arrange

of common ground and perspective

and Language, 49, 43–61.

Imagine when you go back

several cards on a board in front of

the two cards, they quickly ruled

other three empty. An instructor

them. Figure 1 exemplifies one

out the card unknown to the

would then instruct the

arrangement. One card in the

instructor and paid more attention

participants to find and move one

arrangement was kept secret from

to the meant one. The participants

of the objects, such as “one of the

an instructor, who would then

fully understood the instructor’s

empty martini glass”. The earlier

instruct the participants to find a

situation and were able to

the participants heard the word

specific card on the board, such as

incorporate their understanding in

that could determine the referred

“the red triangle”, and to pile

the communication.

object in the instruction, the faster

another card on it. If two identical

The researchers then asked

they would find the referred object

cards on the board satisfied the

the participants to face two pairs

and fix their eyes on it. For

description in the instruction, like

of objects, any of which could be

example, as in the upper set of

in Figure 1, both of them might be

a little different from the others.

object, when hearing the words

the target to put the card on.

As in Figure 2, one set of objects

“one of the empty”, the

However, in some board

might include two jars and two

participants knew the instructor

arrangements, one of the identical

martini glasses, with one container

meant an empty martini glass.

cards was exactly the secret from

being filled with olives and the

However, sometimes the

the instructor. In these cases, the
instructor was referring to the card
that he knew, of which the
participants were fully informed.
The experiment emphasized the
participants’ reaction when the
board arrangement required them
to choose from two identical cards.
Comparing the frequencies at
which the participants looked at

instructor made mistakes. As in

by the instructor when following

Figure 1: The participants are asked

the lower set objects, the

her instructions. The data showed

to “put the blue triangle onto the red

participants were told to move

that the participants took some

one”. There are two red triangles on

“one of the empty glass”. This

time to see through the eyes of the

instruction was odd because there

instructor. Nevertheless, once

was only one empty glass. This

starting to think as the instructor,

the board. The one marked with “S”
(means secret) is shown to the
subjects. The unmarked one is shown
to both the subjects and the instructor.

difficult situation happened

the participants noticed that the

because the instructor actually

referred object is the only empty

believed there were two empty

glass. Their reaction in such

glasses. As the participants were

mistaken situations was almost as

to understand this meant message and

reminded, the instructor could not

quick as when they heard the

choose the correct red triangle as

see the objects but was offered a

feature very early in the

soon as possible (Adapted from

description of the objects instead.

instruction in normal situations.

Hanna et. al., 2003).

The instructor would repeat this

The participants were able to hold

description to the participants,

and effectively draw information

which the participants would

from the instructor’s point of view.

sometimes find to differ from the

What we can probably

Therefore, the instructor means the
unmarked red triangle, which is the
only one he knows. The subjects have

Figure 2: The participants are asked
to move one of the objects. The
instruction here is “pick up one of the

actual presentations of the objects.

expect from a conversation is

empty martini glasses and put it in

For example, in this case, whereas

empathy and corporation. As

area 2”, which is not feasible for the

the participant saw one empty

proved by this research, in general,

upper set of objects. The instructor

glass, the description said there

interactions are not very self-

were two. However, the

centered. When people

participants were not allowed to

communicate, they do care about

correct the mistake. The only

the differences between what they

thing they could do was to bear in
mind the set of objects as known

make such an instruction because she
is told that there are two empty
glasses. The participants have to
understand this mistake and react

know what the others know.

upon it to complete the task (Adapted
from Hanna et. al., 2003).

Discourse
Processing

Memorizing Sentences:
Perhaps More Than Just Words
by Li Yaqi
Bransford, J. D., Barclay, J. R., &

There’s a tree with a box beside it,
and a chair is on top of the box.
The box is to the right of the tree.
The tree is green.

Franks, J. J. (1972). Sentence

Now please turn to the next

memory: A constructive versus
interpretive approach. Cognitive
Psychology, 3, 193–209.

Are you confident about your
memorization capability? Why not

page, and meanwhile try to recall
the content you just saw and
decide whether you have just seen
any of the sentences below:

take a minute and test it through a

1. The box is to the right of the

simple paragraph. You may read

tree.

the following description for about
10 seconds and try to remember

2. The chair is to the right of the
4. The chair is to the left of the
tree.
tree.

the information as best as you can.
3. The box is to the left of the tree.

The correct answer is only the

the tree and stored it into your

that by storing words, structure,

first sentence has appeared. Did

brain which was actually not

and existing information of the

you get it right? If you also chose

mentioned in the paragraph.

sentences into our brain. But this

the second one, I’m not surprised.

The quiz is based on a study

study suggests that we actually
reach far beyond that by

Actually most people will

published in Cognitive Psychology

tend to include the wrong sentence

in 1972. Psycholinguists recruited

“The chair is to the right of the

dozens of undergraduates at the

tree.” Why? Notice that though

University of Minnesota and

the second sentence was not

SUNY at Stony Brook to

important role in comprehension,

mentioned literally, it is consistent

participate in sentence memory

next time as we are

with the situation implicated in the

tests similar to the example

communicating with somebody,

previous paragraph, while the last

presented above. What they found

we might need to pay more

two sentences are completely

was that most people tend to

attention to people’s implications

inconsistent with the information

include the sentence denoting the

beyond the wording of the

provided.

hidden description suggested in

sentence. And we may also apply

the passage but in fact never

this finding to sentence

showed up.

memorization by visualizing the

You probably imagined a
scene like this. You engaged your
spatial knowledge to perceive the
relationship between the chair and

We tend to believe when we
are memorizing a sentence, we do

integrating the message with our
prior knowledge about this world.
As imagination plays such an

sentence to help us memorize
quicker and better.

SENTENCE PRODUCTION

Both sides are not equal:
Our mouths tend to open more to one side when we speak!
By Jair Czar Quinquito Barit

S

SOURCES:

Bock, J. K., & Miller, C. A. (1991).

charge of language is found
Maybe you have read
before from a magazine that are
faces are not completely
symmetrical. If you were to draw
a straight line from your chin
along your nose and to the top of
your forehead, then put a mirror
on this line, the result will not
look like your face!
Did you know that
similarly the sides of our mouth
do not open at the same width
when we speak? In other words,
when we speak, one side opens
more than the other! It’s true: it’s
a proven fact found by scientific
studies before the 90’s rolled in.
However, it’s not because of how
our mouth is shaped, but it has to
do with the way our brains work!
Before we get into what those
studies mean, we need to
understand how our brain deals
with language-related actions.
The portion of our brain in

generally on the left side. We find
here in particular a region
responsible for speech production
called the Broca area. That said,

Broken agreement. Cognitive
Psychology, 23, 45-93.
Graves, R. & Landis, T. (1990).
Asymmetry in Mouth Opening During
Different Speech Tasks. International

we have to know as well that the

Journal of Psychology, Vol. 25(2), pp.

left side of our brain controls the

179-189.

right part of our body and the
right half of the brain controls the
left half of our body. Roger Graves
(then from Boston University) and
Theodor Landis from the
University of Zurich Hospital

Graves, R., Goodglass, H., &
Landis, T. (1982). Mouth Asymmetry
During Spontaneous Speech.
Neuropsychologia, Vol.20(4), pp. 371381.
Holowka, S. & Petitto, L. A.
(2002). Left Hemisphere Cerebral

began to research on finding

Specialization for Babies While

whether we can see this

Babbling. Science, 297(5586), p. 1515.

difference on brain control in the
way our mouth moves!
Graves, Landis and another
colleague Harold Goodglass found
this on his 1982 study which were
made up of 4 experiments. The
first was simple: the researchers
videotaped around 60
participants aged 20 to 43 as they
described a picture by talking for
60 seconds. These videos were

examined carefully after, taking a
tally of how often and by how
much the mouth opening on each
side measured while talking.
Different method of measuring
the movement of the mouth were
put into place: the second
experiment made use of small
LED lights attached to the corners
of the mouth and the nose. Using

a tracking machine, they

data were found in experiment 4

were in the 2002 study by

measured the distance between

but the researchers had to know!

Holowka and Pettito which

the lights as they described the

Results from all 4

employed the tried-and-tested

picture. The three scientists

experiments by Graves and his

techniques on young babbling

developed, adjusted and their

colleagues (1982) showed the

infants. It was the necessary proof

technique. The third experiment

tendency to open the right side of

that babbling was an expression

involved two judges who did not

the mouth more during speech in

of the desire for babies to speak:

know the objectives of the

76% of all the subjects across all 4

they tended to open their mouth

experiment (i.e. they did not

experiments. In experiment 3 (the

more to the right side when

know whether the study was

one with the independent judges),

babbling! It makes you wonder,

expecting a wider right or left

39 out of the 42 subjects were

from where did this interest of

opening) to rate the videos.

rated as opening their mouths to

speech in relation to which side of

Instead of describing a picture

the right when speaking.

the mouth opens wider stem from?

that could provoke a person to

So it’s been proven by empirical

Graves and Landis (1990, p. 181)

laugh, they used a word list

study… what does that mean for

mentions that it was Graves who

instead. The words on the list all

us? How is this important? Graves

observed this trend in a meeting:

started with the letter B so that it

and Landis suggests in a review of

most people in the group were

would be easier to observe on the

all the mouth symmetry related

“speaking from the right side of

video tape. To further make sure

studies done up to that year that

their mouths”). He added that if

that that the results of

this information can be used to

we attempt any such observation

experiments 1 and 2 were not

devise possible treatments or

in a cocktail party, we should be

diluted by the fact that the

diagnosis improvements for

careful not to cause discomfort as

picture they were describing was

aphasia (that refers to language

people tend to feel that way

funny, the last experiment tested

disorders triggered by brain

when they notice someone

one group of females using the

damage). However, they could

closely observing their mouth!

word list task and the picture task.

not foresee how useful a

No significant difference in the

reference point their methods

SENTENCE PRODUCTION
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Does Sex Affect Syntax?
Gender Agreement in Language Production
By Chan Pui Man Astred
When Sex and Syntax Go Hand in Hand: Gender Agreement in Language Production
(Gabriella Vigliocco and Julie Franck, 1999)
S

In Romance languages like
French and Italian, gender
agreement is one of the
remarkable features, which
requires the subject and its
predicate (the remaining part of
the sentence, usually starting with
a verb) to agree in their sex
attribute. For example, since each
noun is assigned with a gender,
when the subject is masculine, the
predicate should be also masculine
in order to make the whole

which the feminine ending “-a”.

showing that. For example, the

Nonetheless, in these languages,

case of Italian words “ragazzo”

biological gender may not

(boy) and “ragazza” (girl) is the

necessarily correspond with the

typical examples of conceptual

grammatical gender. For instance,

gender, in which the noun itself

in spite of the fact that the word

contains explicit information

“scimmia” which means “monkey”

about gender, while the case of

in Italian has an feminine ending

Italian word “scimmia” (monkey”

“-a”, the noun is used to refer to

is an example of grammatical

both male and female monkey.

gender, in which the noun cannot

Therefore, grammar mistakes may

be related to any specific gender.

be made.

In this way, would speakers tend

Yet, languages are complicated.

utterance syntactically correct.

In French and Italian which have a

Like the word “boy” and “girl” in

nominal gender system, they

Italian, the former one is

include conceptual gender which

translated as “ragazzo” with the

are the nouns showing the sex of

masculine ending “-o” while the

the referent and grammatical

latter one is translated as “ragazza”

gender which are those not

to use the conceptual information
concerning biological gender to
encode the gender agreement
between a subject and a predicate?
Regarding this question, Gabriella
Vigliocco from the University of
Wisconsin and Julie Franck from
the Universite Catholique de

Louvain used a constrained

when the two nouns in the

very beautiful). After that, they

sentence completion task, which

sentence segment have

would see if the part “is very

requires the subjects to compete

mismatching gender or lack of any

beautiful” would consistent with

sentence segments in a

conceptual gender information.

the gender of the head noun.

grammatically right way although

They try to derive the result by

Finally, they estimated in which

it contains two nouns with

giving the subjects some sentence

kind of segment the subjects

mismatching gender or without

segments containing a head noun

usually make errors on gender

any explicit conceptual gender

and local noun with consistent

agreement.

information. They would like to

conceptual gender (e.g. The-F

find if conceptual gender is more

sister-F of the-F chemist-F, with

significant than grammatical

both the “sister” and “chemist” are

gender in French and Italian

female), mismatching conceptual

production system.

gender (e.g. The-M guardian-M of

In the whole experiment,
Vigliocco and Franck asked thirty
to seventy French and Italian
undergraduate students studying
psychology from the University of
Trieste and the Universite ́
Catholique de Louvain who are
native speakers of Italian and
French to perform a sentence
completion task. they attempt to
test if the subjects would make
more errors on gender agreement

the-F prisoner-F, with a male
guardian and a female prisoner),
consistent grammatical gender
(e.g. The-F color-F of the-F dressF, in which neither “color” nor
“dress” has “explicit” gender), and
mismatching grammatical gender
(e.g. The-M face-M of the-M
robber-M, in which neither “face”
nor “robber” has “explicit”
gender). Then, they asked the
subject to write the predicate (e.g.
“The sister of the chemist”…is

Through the experiment, they
found that the subjects usually
make errors on gender agreement
when they encounter segments
with grammatical gender and
mismatching gender between the
head noun and local noun. A lack
of explicit conceptual gender
information may confuse them
which gender would be used for
the nouns, such as the sentence
segment “the color of the dress”. It
is difficult for the subjects to link
the head noun “color” to a certain
gender, given that the noun itself
does not contain any explicit
gender information.

Comparatively, it is easier to

sentence that they create because

So, don’t get frustrated when

know that the head noun in the

the local noun is more near to it.

making such mistakes in Romance

sentence segment “the sister of the

For example, participants were

languages! Even the native

chemist” is feminine because the

likely to finish the segments

speakers make errors on gender

word “sister” itself denotes a

without any gender agreement

agreement some of the time, as

female person, which allows the

errors when they were asked to

they usually relate the noun to

subjects to finish the segment with

finish a segment in which the head

certain gender based on the

a feminine predicate. Furthermore,

noun and the local noun stick

explicit information that the word

the distinct gender of the local

together, like “the robber’s face”,

expresses itself. Once there are

noun against the head noun also

rather than they encounter a

some “inanimate” entities that do

induces them to make the errors,

sentence segment in which the

not have apparent connection with

given that they always tend to

head noun and the local noun are

a specific gender, they may not

relate the gender of the local noun

separated with a preposition, like

complete the sentence very

to the remaining part of the

“the face of the robber”.

confidently.
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Repetition in language production—Syntactic priming
People tend to repeat a sentence structure produced before
By Lee Ching Yi
S

REFERENCES:

Repetition is a common

related to sentence structure,

psychological behavior—

i.e. a previous produced

people tend to perform an act

sentence affects a subsequent

which is to some extent same

sentence in terms of

to an action they have

grammatical structure.

performed or observed others

Pickering and Branigan

performed before. How about

propose that the effect of

in language production? Many

syntactic priming is

studies found that people tend

strengthened if the same verb

to repeat the sentence

of a previous sentence is

structure they recently

repeated. For example, in the

produced or heard others

above picture, the verb ‘give’

produced in speech and

can combine with 2 objects ‘me’

writing. This interesting

and ‘an apple’ as in ‘You give

phenomenon of repetition is

me an apple’, to produce a

called syntactic priming.

double-object (DO)

more likely to repeat this

Pickering and Branigan have

construction. The verb can also

structure in his response (‘You

found that people tend to

combine with an object ‘an

give me an apple’). However,

repeat a previously uttered

apple’ and a prepositional

sentence structure though they

object ‘to you/me’ as in ‘You

the researchers propose that

are neither meaning-related

give an apple to me’, to

nor they form a coherent

produce a prepositional object

message. This suggests

(PO) construction. Since the

syntactic priming can neither

teacher has used a DO

be explained by repetition of

structure (‘I give you an apple’)

words nor by a relation of

and the student is given the

or past tense (gave), it does not

meaning between a current

same verb (give), the student is

affect how a subsequent

sentence and the previous one,
but appears to be particularly

Bock, J. K. (1986). Syntactic persistence
in language production. Cognitive
psychology, 18(3), 355-387.
Pickering, M. J., & Branigan, H. P.
(1998). The representation of verbs:
Evidence from syntactic priming in
language production. Journal of Memory
and Language, 39(4), 633-651.
Pickering, M. J., & Branigan, H. P.
(1999). Syntactic priming in language
production. Trends in cognitive sciences,
3(4), 136-141.
Roelofs, A. (1992). A spreadingactivation theory of lemma retrieval in
speaking. Cognition, 42(1), 107-142.
Roelofs, A. (1993). Testing a nondecompositional theory of lemma
retrieval in speaking: Retrieval of verbs.
Cognition, 47(1), 59-87.

the form of the verb does not
affect the priming effect. No
matter the verb of the current
sentence is singular (gives) or
plural (give), in present (give)

sentence is produced.

Five experiments were carried

same verb was shared between

(the verb ‘gives’ is in present

out by the researchers, all

the prime and target sentence

tense), which shared the same

using sentence completion

fragments. When participants

sentence structure with the

tasks. In their experiments,

completed a prime sentence

prime. These results suggest

participants were first

like ‘The captain gave the spare

that people access the same

presented a sentence fragment

jacket to the old sailor’ (a

piece of grammatical

which the noun phrase

sentence used in their

information in their brains

following the verb induces for a

experiment), participants had a

when they produce sentences

particularly DO or PO

stronger preference for

no matter with the same verb,

construction. This is called

producing a target sentence

a different form of the same

prime. Then, participants were

like ‘The bus driver gave his

verb or a different verb as the

asked to complete a sentence

money to his wife’ which

previously produced sentences.

fragments which the verb

shared the same sentence

To summarize, it is clear that

induces for both DO and PO

structure as the prime

syntactic priming occurs in

construction. This is called

sentence. However, they found

language production. People

target. The prime and target

out that the priming effect was

tend to repeat the sentence

sentence fragment used in the

weaker, though still existed,

structure of a previously

experiments varied if they

when different verbs were

uttered sentence and this

shared the same form of the

used in prime and target

phenomenon is more

verb (e.g. give), or if they used

sentences.

commonly seen if the same

different forms of the same

On the other hand, their results

verb, no matter in the same

verb (e.g. give vs. gave) or

showed that priming effect was

form or not, is provided. This

different verbs (e.g. give vs.

not affected by the form of verb,

kind of repetition behavior is

lend).

e.g. tense (present or past),

efficient as it requires less

number (singular or plural) etc,

effort in producing sentences.

between the prime and target

It is especially good for

sentences. Even if a prime

children who are in progress

sentence like ‘The captain gave

learning language because

the spare jacket to the old

educators can treat syntactic

sailor’ (the verb ‘gave’ is in past

priming as a tool for inducing

From the experiments,

tense) was given, participants

students to produce sentences

Pickering and Branigan

still tended to produce a target

in correct forms.

discovered that the priming

sentence like ‘The bus driver

effect was stronger when the

gives his money to his wife’

I give you an apple. I
give you what?

You give…give
me an apple.
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The Missing Word in Our Mind
By Tong Chak Kin Terence
S

REFERENCE:

Have you ever encountered a

concept of what that word is such

Vigliocco, G., Vinson, D., Martin, R. C.,

phenomenon that you failed to

as how that word starts and the

Garrett, M. F. (1999). Is "count" and

recall a specific word in

length of that word but the sound

"mass" information available when the
noun is not? An investigation of tip of the

conversations? In fact, this is not

simply escapes from our mind.

something abnormal and

These features of words are

researches regard this

known as the ‘syntactic features’.

phenomenon as the ‘Tip of the

Published in the Journal of Memory

Tongue’ (TOT). We all have a

and Language in 1999, the study by

mental dictionary in our mind and

Vigliocco, Vinson of University of

we have to ‘download’ the words

Wisconsin-Madison, and two other

when we speak. Researchers call

researches from other universities,

languages other than Italian.

the process of accessing the

extended the earlier research that

Instead of testing grammatical

dictionary the ‘lexical retrieval’.

speakers in TOT state could indeed

gender, this study used a

The retrieval has two steps where

tell some syntactic features.

count/mass test in English, i.e.

the first step retrieves the word’s

Previous research has proven that

subjects at the TOT state were

abstract meaning and the second

speakers in TOT state could guess

asked to guess whether the target

step retrieves the word’s sound

some properties of the grammatical

words are count nouns (plural,

pattern. Something might go

gender word in Italian. This study

countable) like a professor, or

wrong when we are accessing to

aimed to investigate whether such

mass nouns (singular, uncountable)

the words in this dictionary, we

phenomenon existed across

like water, when they failed to

may only have the idea and

tongue states and anomia. Journal of
Memory and Language 40(4), 534-558.

retrieve the words. As the

previous study in Italian involved

respond a number of questions

that in the absence of access to the

both normal and anomic (brain-

related to the syntactic features,

full phonological word,

damaged) speakers, this study

such as choosing to put the word

grammatical information could

continued with such settings so as

after ‘many’ or ‘much’, when they

still be accessed across languages.

to evaluate whether the previous

failed to retrieve the word.

That is, these two were also

findings could also apply in

Results of both experiments

proved to be separated upon

English.

showed that speakers were able to

retrieval of words in our minds. So

Experiments were conducted to

guess and tell syntactic features in

next time when the sound of a

test both the normal and anomic

the count/mass test.

word escapes from your mind, you

speakers. The experimenter read a

The results were consistent with

definition to the subjects and the

and successfully extended the

subjects had to give a word for the

previous Italian grammatical

definition. Subjects were asked to

gender word test results. It proved

know you might have difficulties
in ‘downloading’ from your
mental dictionary.
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Inclination to Repeat Sentence Structure
By Young Man Yi
S

REFERENCE:

As masters of human language, do

example, after encountering a

Bock, J. K. (1986). Syntactic persistence

we have complete control on

sentence of passive voice (e.g.

in language production. Cognitive

language production, or are we

“This book was written by Lahm”),

limited by some factors which we

we are more likely to describe the

do not notice? Past research

dog-chasing-cat scene using

studies show that, we could be

passive voice (“The cat is chased

affected by activation process

by the dog” instead of “The dog

when producing speech, with

chases the cat”). However, in

speech error examples involving

those studies, due to some special

sounds or words as evidence. For

conditions involved, the syntactic

instance, we may mispronounce

repetition observed is not

“wolf” as “lamb” in the phrase “a

necessarily explained by the

gave an apple to you) vs double-

sheep in wolf’s clothing”. Since

activation process. J. Kathryn

object dative (I gave you an

the information “sheep” is

Bock thus designed an experiment

apple)”. 48 subjects were

activated, semantically similar

trying to control the influence of

instructed to firstly repeat after the

word “lamb” is uttered instead.

those conditions in her paper

experimenter. After that, they

Meanwhile, some other studies

published in Cognitive

were shown a picture which is not

show that activation process could

Psychology.

related to the sentence they read,

also influence our decisions on

In the study, Bock used two sets

and had to describe the picture

sentence structures; which means

of competitive sentence structures,

using their own words. The results

we are more likely to use a

including “active (A dog chased a

show that, syntactic repetition

particular sentence structure after

cat) vs passive (A cat was chased

occurred in general speaking.

previously encountering it. For

by a dog)” and “prepositional (I

Subjects tend to use the syntactic

Psychology, 18, 355-387.

structure they encountered while

Trying to investigate deeper into

meaning conveyed in the

reading sentences for picture

the exception abovementioned,

sentences the subjects read, it is

description. For instance, if the

Bock carried out some follow-up

analyzed that the hypothesis of

sentence subjects read is of

experiments applying similar

independency between sentence

double-object dative structure (e.g.

procedures but with some

meaning and sentence structure is

I gave you a book), subjects tend

modifications, so as to ensure the

supported.

to describe a picture with “She

subjects pay fuller attention to the

You may think that syntactic

cooked him a meal” instead of the

sentences they read. Syntactic

repetition effect would imply limit

prepositional dative version “She

repetition effect is finally

in diversity of sentence structure

cooked a meal for him”.

observed in most cases. Bock

when we utter. So is it a bad thing?

Nevertheless, for cases where non-

concluded that activation process

Not necessarily, every coin has

human agents were involved,

has great influence on syntactic

two sides. Bock explained by

subjects tend to use passive voice

form of a sentence, but added that

regardless of the sentence

conceptual features of sentences

advantages. While uttering, we

structure encountered in the

previously processed could also

may struggle with the choice of

reading-aloud session. For

contribute to the influence.

suitable words and structures,

example, even after reading a

Besides, in language production,

which may in turn results in

sentence of active voice (I cooked

decision on sentence structure and

making mistakes or hesitations.

the meal), subjects preferred

that of subject/object are related;

Syntactic repetition effect helps

saying “The vacation was ruined

but the casual relationship is

lessen our burden by using the

by a snowstorm” instead of “A

unclear and need further research.

syntactic forms that are activated

snowstorm ruined the vacation”,

Meanwhile, from the results that

because of previous usage.

with the reason that “snowstorm”

passive repetition effect could be

is a non-human agent.

observed regardless of the

suggesting some potential

Language Acquisition

Infants May Know Parts of Speech by
Using “Fill in the Blanks” Skill
Have you ever thought about

words (called “frequent

how an infant learns to

frame” by Mintz), and a non-

distinguish among parts of

specified word in the middle

Author: Chan Ka Man

speech? How can they know

(let’s call it “blank-filler”).

the arrangement of words

For example, “you__to” is a

within a sentence? A study on

frequent frame and the

Based on: Mintz, T. H. (2003)
Frequent frames as a cue for
grammatical categories in child
directed speech. Cognition, 90.
91-117.

child directed speech suggests

blank-filler can be “want”,

that infants may get to know

“go”, “talk”, or other

the parts of speech of a word,

possible words. Mintz

and thus grammar rules, by

proposed that adults choose

“filling in the blanks”.

blank-fillers according to the

Toben Mintz (2003) from the
University of Southern
California carried out this
study, examining six databases
of speech generated by parents
and caregivers of 2 to 6 yearold kids. He found some

correct part of speech and
that through listening to the
frequent usage of blankfillers with a specific frame,
infants may learn to categorize
words into different parts of
speech.

Info

References:
Hauser, M. D., Newport, E. L., &
Aslin, R. N. (2001). Segmentation
of the speech stream in a nonhuman primate: statistical
learning in cotton-top tamarins.
Cognition, 78, B53–B64.
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caregivers are correct and are
exclusively from the same
parts of speech (Mintz, 2003),
proving that adults choose

interesting patterns among the

The analysis of adult speech

words of the correct parts of

databases. These frequently

databases showed that for a

speech based on the frame.

occurring patterns consist of

given frame, around 90% of

two specific co-occurring

blank-fillers used by

Infants may use “fill in the
blanks” technique because of

Language Acquisition

two supporting reasons. First,

2001)! Given that this ability

infants, researchers have to

it is highly accurate. Second, it

is possessed by primates, it is

pay more effort to confirm the

is very efficient because only

highly probable that human

effectiveness of “blank filling”

one frame (i.e. two words) is

infants can do so as well, as a

skill in developing parts of

considered at a time, which is

natural task.

speech in infants.

However, the frequent frame

In conclusion, using the “fill

“filling” technique might not

in the blank” skills, infants

be universally applicable to

may likely be able to

other languages. In languages

categorize words into different

To confirm the ability for

which do not have fixed word

parts of speech. As parts of

infants to use “fill in the

order in sentences, the

speech are only the

blanks” skills to learn

technique may not be viable in

foundations of the various

grammar, Mintz quoted

letting young children learn

grammar rules, the “fill in the

different prior research that

categorizing words.

blanks” technique serves as an

beneficial to young learners as
they are too young to process
overloading amount of
information.

supports his proposal. In one
study, researchers confirmed
that early infants are sensitive
enough to detect frame-like
structures in speech (as cited
in Saffran, Aslin, & Newport,
1996). Futhermore,
surprisingly, the “fill in the
blanks” technique is evidently
available to primates like
monkeys as well (as cited in
Hauser, Newport, & Aslin,

In addition to admitting “fill”
technique is inapplicable
universally, Mintz also
admitted that the conclusion
needs support from further
research. Since Mintz’s study
focused primarily on childdirected speech, i.e. the input
of a child’s language
experience, but not the actual
production of speech by the

important foundation for more
grammatical processing for
the young learners to complete
the full range of language
acquisition, growing from
babbling babies to articulating
individuals. Nonetheless, the
effectiveness of the “blank
filling” ability needs to be
confirmed by further studies
on children’s sentence
production.
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When should we learn a language?
The earlier, the better learning result
When we are a child, we

Newport applies the

to choose which object

acquired our native languages

maturational constraints in

performs the task in the

effortlessly and we can use

first language learning and

videotape and use it to repeat

our native languages fluently

uses American Sign Language

the action again. Another way

now. But have you ever

(ASL) as evidence. 30 ASL

is that subjects choose one

frustrated by the slow learning

users are divided into three

picture out of two to match

process and learning

groups based on the ages they

with the videotape. The three

difficulties when you learned a

started using ASL: 1)native

groups have similar scores for

second language as an adult

learners (exposed from birth),

ASL basic word order

now? What makes it so

2)early learners (first exposed

illustrating that the

difficult for an adult to learn a

at 4-6 years old) and 3) late

maturational constraints does

language?

learners (first exposed at 12

not apply. However, for tests

years old). Their

about word structure such as

comprehension and production

whether the verb structure is

of the structure of ASL words

correct when indicating a

(morphology) such as the

moving action, the native

tense of the verb and the

learners do 3 times better than

sentence structure (syntax)

the early learners and the early

such as word order are

learners outscore the late

studied. Subjects are asked to

learners. Thus, the later a

Author: Chan Siu Yan Rita

describe the videotaped events

language is learned, the less

Based on: Newport, E. L.

in ASL. Also, after watching a

native it becomes. This is

ASL videotape, some objects

consistent with the

are shown and subjects need

maturational constraint.

Here are the reasons for
the above questions. Newport
states that given the similar
input, learners in earlier ages
have better language learning
result. This is called the
“maturational constraints”.

(1990). Maturational
constraints on language
learning. Cognitive Science,
14, 11-28.
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Newport also applied the

gets. Therefore, this supports

components and memorize

maturational constraints to

the maturational constraint on

words piece by piece. Since

second language learning. 46

second language learning.

many languages have

subjects whose first language
is Chinese or Korean learn
English as a second language.
They are tested for their
competence in English word
and sentence structure. They
have stayed in America for 10
years. Their age of arrival
varies from 3 to 39 years old.
They listen to 276 English
sentences. Half of them are
grammatical such as “I bought
a book from a book store
yesterday”. The remaining
half has one grammatical
mistake in each sentence such
verb tense and word order.
One example is “I buy a book
from a book store yesterday”.
Subjects have to point out that
this sentence is not acceptable.
The test scores shows that the
earlier the person arrived
America, the better scores he

Why the earlier we
learn the language, the better
we perform? Some people
propose the existence of a
mechanism called language
faculty. Knowledge about
languages is inborn. The
younger the child is, the better
the mechanism functions.
When we become adults, the

grammar such as –ing and –ed
(indicating past tense in
English), breaking the words
into pieces help language
learning. As a result, children
are better at breaking down
the word and sentence
structure which is required in
learning a language.
To conclude, the first and

mechanism declines.

second language learning is

Alternative explanation is that

constrained by maturation of a

adult’s expansion of non-

person. Learners who learn the

language abilities like

language at early maturational

perception and memory

state perform better than those

reduces spaces for language

who learn in a later

learning. Older learners have

maturational state. The

better memorizing skills and

learning ability increases over

they like memorizing the

ages in childhood, but in

whole word. However, since

adulthood, the learning ability

younger learners are not good

remains constant.

at memorizing, they have to
break the words into
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Losing Sensitivity to Learn a Language:
The Perceptual Reorganization During the First
Year of Life
When we talk about a sound in

language, they are different

our language, like “the t-

phonemes. Sounds of

sound”, we are actually

different phonemes are

referring to a group of

contrastive because

different but similar sounds

replacing one with another in

that we consider to be “the t-

a word may change the

sound”. In linguistics, that

meaning. Think about the

group is called phoneme. The

word kit, if we replace the

grouping of sounds into

beginning k-sound with an s-

Reference:

phonemes varies across

sound, we will get another

Sebastián-Gallés, N. (2002).

languages, so sounds that are

word; but if we replace the

Comment on Werker and

from different phonemes (i.e.

k-sound with /q/, it may

speech perception: Evidence

contrastive) in one language

sound different but it is still

may be in the same phoneme

the same word.

Info
Author: Chan Tung Ho
Based on: Werker, J. F., &
Tees, R. C. (1984). Crosslanguage speech perception:
Evidence for perceptual
reorganization during the first
year of life. Infant behavior
and development, 7(1), 49-63.

Tees (1984) cross-language
for perceptual
reorganisation during the
first year of life. Infant
Behavior & Development,

(i.e. non-contrastive) in
another. Take two sounds, /k/
and /q/, for example, in
English they are the same
phoneme, both are considered
“the k-sound”; but in
Thompson, a Native Indian

We are very sensitive to

25(1), 144-146.

sounds that are contrastive in

languages. An example would

our native language but

be the stereotype that Japanese

insensitive to those not. That

English-learners often have

is why we sometimes find it

difficulties telling apart the r-

difficult to learn foreign

and l-sounds. This is because

Language Acquisition

the two sounds are not

less than half of the native

months old, 8-10 months old

contrastive in Japanese.

English speakers reached the

and 10-12 months old. All the

criterion for successful

babies were recruited from

discrimination (i.e. getting 8

English-speaking homes. In

correct out of 10). But what

addition to the Thompson

was interesting was that the

contrast used in experiment 1,

babies did as good as the

a Hindi contrast /ʈa/-/ta/ was

native Thompson speakers.

added (/ʈa/ is /ta/ pronounced

This result suggests that at

with tongue rolled). The

birth we are sensitive to all

results show that the 6-8

sound contrasts, but later we

months old group performed

become sensitive only to those

the best, 8-10 months old not

that are contrastive in our

as good, and those who are

native language. So the next

10-12 months old performed

question is: when?

as poorly as adults. As

There is no doubt that we are
only sensitive to native
contrasts as adults, but is the
sensitivity inborn or
developed? If it is developed,
when and how? In 1984,
Werker and Tees [1] conducted
a study to answer these
questions.
Their study comprised 3
experiments. In the first one,
they recruited native
Thompson speakers, adult

comparison, some 10-12

native English speakers and

months old babies from Hindi-

babies from English-speaking

and Thompson-speaking

families. They were tested on

families were also tested, and

their abilities to discriminate
between /k̀ i/ and /q̀i/, which is
only contrastive in Thompson.
Unsurprisingly, all the native
Thompson speakers completed
the task with ease while only

they had no difficulties to
A second experiment followed.

discriminate contrasts from

This time the researchers

their respective native

compared the ability to

languages. From these results,

discriminate non-native

the researchers concluded that

contrasts of babies at 6-8

the sensitivity to non-native

Language Acquisition

sound contrasts is completely

played some contrastive and

sensitivity is believed to help

loss at about one year of age.

non-contrastive sound pairs

reduce the effort needed in

The second experiment was

(e.g. /ba/-/ba/), and only

processing language, and is

repeated in longitudinal design

activated the toy after

very likely a precursor to

(i.e. the same group of babies

contrastive ones. Eventually

identifying meaningful units

were tested at different ages),

the baby only turned his head

in speech, and eventually

and its results confirmed those

after a sound change to see the

acquiring the language. Also,

of experiment 2.

toy, so the head turn would

this change happens at the

then indicate the baby detected

same time with lateralization

a sound change. The picture

of the brain, suggesting that it

on the right illustrates the

is language exposure, causes

setting of the HT paradigm,

the change in brain activity

notice the people were

pattern for language

wearing headsets so they

processing as one gets older.

You may wonder how did
they get response form the
participants? For adults, they
were asked to press a button
when they spot a sound
change, but how about the
babies? Werker and Tees used
a brilliant method called the

could not hear the sound pairs
and influence the baby.

head turn (HT) paradigm. First,

This study suggests that we

the researchers played some

are born with the ability to

contrastive sounds such as

discriminate sound contrasts

/ba/-/da/ and activated an

in almost all human languages,

electric toy at the same time in

but there is a rapid decline in

front of the baby. After a few

the sensitivity to foreign

times, the baby was sat away

contrasts within the first year

from the toy so he had to turn

of life, as we gain exposure to

his heads to see it. Next, they

language. This drop in
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Do you really know your child?
Early word learning
A parent asked anxiously, “my

parents, you do not need to

child uses “kitten” to refer to not

worry! You do not even need to

only cats, but also to dogs and

correct them explicitly since

Author: Lee Tsz Yan Jessica

horses. She also does not know

they

that “zipper” is only a part of a

instructions. Here I will show

pencil case since she treats it as

you how children acquire words

the whole pencil case! What

and how they correct their own

Based on: Hanson, M. B.,
Markman, E. M., & Wasow, J.
L. (2003).Use of the mutual
exclusivity assumption by
young word learners. Cognitive
Psychology, 47, 241–275.

are

not

subject

to

Info

concepts naturally.
Hanson, Markman and Wasow’s
research

study

suggests

that

called ‘cup’, so this familiar
object must not be the “disk” and

babies acquire words very fast at
15-19 months old, because they
should I do?” Actually, during
vocabulary development, it is
normal that young children may
over-extend a word of one object
to all other similar objects, such as
calling

all

four-leg

animals

“kitten”, and that they may
assume every word refers to the
whole object, referring “zipper”
to the whole pencil case. So

think that every object only has
one name. In their study, thirty
two 15 to 19-month-old babies

then they learnt that another

were shown a familiar object such

object was called “disk”. This

as a cup and an unseen object such

suggests that at 15-19 months old,

as a disk, and were asked to pick

babies already have an idea that

up the unseen object. The result

each object only has one name,

showed that almost all infants

and could use this concept to learn

were able to do so. Because they

the names of other objects!

knew that one of the objects was

Language Acquisition

In fact, this learning strategy plays

Take

basketball

as

another

which is a part of a dog. If your

an important role in children’s

children have already known the

word learning development. As

word “dog”, you may show them

mentioned above, children may

pictures of a dog and a dog’s tail,

use one word to refer to not only

and then ask them to point at the

its referent, but also to other

illustration. Children may initially

dog’s tail. Because they know that

similar

perceive

as

one of the picture refers to “dog”,

calling a dog “cat”. But don’t

volleyball, football and table

they learn that the other one must

worry, because children will

tennis

“basketball”,

be “dog’s tail”. In this way,

acquire the correct concept soon.

because all of them are round. But

children could acquire part labels

After you introduce to your child

if you show them a basketball and

easily and tend not to assume part

that a cat is called ‘cat’, you can

a football, and then ask them to

words refer to the whole object.

show him two pictures, a cat and

play the football, similarly, they

a dog. Then you ask him to point

will know that the new term

at the picture of a dog. Because he

“football” does not refer to the

knows that one of the picture

familiar object, the basketball,

refers to “cat”, he learns that the

and will learn that “football”

other one must be “dog”. In this

refers to another object.

things,

for

example,

way, he no longer over-extends
the word “cat” to dogs.

all

ball

balls

as

such

The same learning method could
also help children acquire part
words. For example a dog’s tail,

Every child goes through the
same stages of language learning.
Parents, please be patient and do
not need to worry! Your children
will be able to acquire adult-like
language when they grow up!
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Do they sound the same?
We lose the ability to contrast sounds when we
grow up
When people learnt that I am

hearing and speaking it

learning Linguistics, they

since we were born. Our

often ask, “then do you know

ears are well trained,

why do Foreigners never get

therefore become very

the correct tone?”

sensitive to this kind of

Author: Li Binglei

differences. However

Based on: Ventureyra, V. A.

English and lots of other

G., Pallier, C., & Yoo, H.-Y.

western languages, are non-

(2004). The loss of first

For instance, when those
foreigners try to say “ wo3
men2 wai4 guo2
ren2”(我们外国人), meaning

tonal languages, which

Info

language phonetic
perception in adopted

means, tones do not bear

“we foreigners” in Chinese,

Koreans. Journal of

lexical information, no

Neurolinguistics, 17, 79-91.

they would produce some

matter we say “we” with

weird sentence like “wo1

which tone, its still only “we”.

men2 wai1 guo2 ren2”. So
some of my friends believed
foreigners have problem
pronouncing the falling tones.
Surprisingly, the reason why
they cannot speak Chinese
with proper tones is that they
could not perceive the
difference in tones, which
meaning wo3 and wo1 may
sound the same to them. How
is that possible? They sound
so differently in our ears!
That's because, we have been

This rule can be applied to not
only tones, but also to all the
other properties of sounds.
Some Linguists were
interested in whether this
kind of ability to differentiate
sounds is perpetuate, if it is
not, when would we lost this
ability. In order to answer this
question, Valerie Ventureyra,
Christophe Pallier and Hi-Yon
Yoo conducted a study
comparing Korean adoptees’

(raised by French-speaking
Figure:
Figure
retrieved
families),
native
French
from the original paper, as
speakers’, and native Korean
Figure 2 in Ventureyra, V.
speakers’ ability to contrast
A. G., Pallier, C., & Yoo, H.sounds
thatofexists
Y.some
(2004).
The loss
first in
language
phonetic
Korean but
not in French.
perception
in adopted
Those adoptees
in the study
Koreans. Journal of
have been adopted by French
Neurolinguistics, 17, 79-91.
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speaking family at a relatively

and on female) prerecorded

better in contrasting

young age, between 3 and 9

some non-words with these

consonants; and there is no

years old, they practically

consonants (these non-words

significant difference between

stopped speaking Korean and

are made of two syllables, the

Korean adoptees and native

started learning and using

second syllable is always

French speakers. In other

French in their lives.

[ma], and the first syllable

words, those adoptees have

would be one of the following

become like native French

consonants: aspirated [k],

speakers, and lost the ability

aspirated [p], plain[s] and

to contrast sounds they used

In Korean, there are three
different ways to pronounce

to be able to contrast. This
Conditions
1
2
3
4
5
6

Nature of words
Same words
Different in the first
Plain-tense contrast
vowels
Plain-aspirated
Tense-aspirated
contrast
Plain-tense contrast
contrast

tells us that early experience
with language does not
guarantee the phonological
sensitivity later in life.
Back to the beginning of this

each voiceless stop

tense [s]). These words are

consonants. The main

grouped into 6conditions to

differences between these stop

contrast different features;

consonants are voice onset

they are played to the

time (VOT), the time passes

participant in pairs.

between the release of the
block to produce consonant
stop, and when vocal folds
actually starts to vibrate. The
figure one the right is the
spectrogram of three syllables
differing in the first

exit in our first language
seems to be one of the major
barriers on the road of
becoming a native-like

indicate whether the two

speaker of a foreign language.

words of the pair were same

Other than extensive exposure

or different by pressing a

and training in adulthood,

button as quickly and

letting a child start to learn,

accurately as possible.

get exposed to other
languages as early as possible

consonant. (From left to right:
tense, plain and aspirated.)

native Korean speakers group

speakers of Korean (one male

contrasting sounds that do not

Participants were asked to

The results reveal that the

The examiners had two native

paper, difficulties in

showed markedly different
responses from the other two
groups, they performed much

is probably the best way for
them to learn languages.
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Infant’s Extraordinary “Listening” Skills
Word segmentation by 8 months old infant – Significance of
Speech Cues
Have you ever been

follow hap, whereas, hap

curious about how infants

might not necessarily

understand what you say? Try

follows you, such as in “I am

to imagine listening to a fluent

happy”. The former pair

speech of a foreign language,

marks a word and the latter

you might already have

pair marks a boundary.

difficulties in discovering

These studies suggest that

word boundaries. Likewise,

using statistical cue as a

When speech cues count more

without explicit word

dominant way for human to

than statistics. Journal of Memory

boundaries, fluent speech is

learn language.

just a stream of sounds to
infants. Then how do infant
really learn language if they
don’t know which one is
word?

A New research published
in Journal of Memory and
Language proposes that
infants use and integrate
multiple cues such as speech

Past research study

cues to segment words.

suggests that adults and

Elizabeth K. Johnson at

infants tend to rely on

University of Toronto and

statistical cues, the probability

Peter W. Jusczyk at Johns

of co-occurrence of syllables

Hopkins University observed

within word or between

infant’s sensitivity to speech

words, to segment words

cues in response to continuous

(Saffran, Aslin, et al., 1996).

speech. They recruited sixteen

For instance, “Are you

8-month-old infants from

happy?” contains four

monolingual English-speaking

syllables where py always

home for each experiments to

Info
Author: Li Yuk Ting, Donna
Based on: Johnson, E. K., &
Jusczyk, P. W. (2001). Word
segmentation by 8-month-olds:

and Language, 44, 548–567.

record the result. Basically
infants were exposed to
several continuous speeches
containing four artificial
words (Language A: pabiku,
tibudo, golatu, daropi) in a
familiarization trial. They first
listen to
“pabikudaropitibudopabikugol
atu...” As syllables between
words (kudaro) appear less
frequent than syllables within
words (pabiku), they should
pay more attention to words
than to non-words (kudaro)
due to the statistical cues.
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Infant Can Distinguish Mother Tongue
from Other Languages
Have you ever thought

In Mehler, Jusczyk and

whether an infant can

Lambertz’s research, 4-days-

distinguish their mother

old infants in France and 2-

tongue from other languages?

month-old American infants

What about two different

were the subjects of different

foreign languages? According

experiments. The age of

to some scholars, infants

American babies are older

apparently can distinguish

than French babies because

between their mother-tongue

the researchers could not get

two different reactions to find

and new language. In 1988,

in contact with American

out whether the babies can

Mehler. Jusczyk, and

babies at the time of

find out that speech in two

Lambertz, in their journal

experiment. However, this

languages are not same. For 4-

article called “a precursor of

difference in age showed the

days-old babies, the sucking

language acquisition in young

researchers briefly that while

response on pacifier modified

infants” in journal

children learn to identify their

to record pressure was

“Cognition”, talked about

first language at very early age,

recorded when for 2-months-

whether babies can identify

their brain do not develop to

old babies, how long the

different languages apart and

find two foreign languages to

babies looked at a picture on

if so, what do they need to

be different even at the age of

screen while hearing speech

find out which speech is

2 months. The age difference

was recorded.

spoken in what language.

made the researchers to record

Info
Author: Myeong Hee Park
Based on: Vouloumanos, A. &
Werker, J.F. (2007). Listening
to language at birth: evidence
for a bias for speech in
neonates. Developmental
Science,10(2), 159-171.
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For the article, the researchers

infants to identify their native

At last, Mehler and others

have done 8 different

language from other languages?

points out that while this

experiments with small

From the result of 7th and 8th

article can be a start-up point

changes each time. The basic

experiment conducted by

in understanding how baby

frame of the experiment was

Mehler and others suggest that

can identify utterances as the

that babies were made to listen

stress and intonation in speech

same language and does not

to spoken speech in two

gives enough information for

provide enough information to

different languages and either

infants to identify the

understand how baby classify

sucking response or time the

language they know and the

different spoken sentences to a

baby focused on picture is

language they are not familiar

language.

measured for analysis. The

with. While both 4-days-old

languages and recorded

baby and 2-months-old baby

spoken speech file is altered to

had similar result, researchers

fit into what the researchers

found out that even though 2-

wants to figure out.

months-old babies

Mehler and other two
researchers have found out
that an infant as young as 4days-old can differ their first
language from foreign
languages but cannot
differentiate two foreign
languages from each other.
What aspect of speech makes

differentiate native language
from unfamiliar language,
they do not show more interest
for native language compared
to unfamiliar language. The
researchers suggest that this
finding shows how babies
from birth are ready to acquire
language.
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Born to Learn Human Language
Babies prefer speech to other sounds
Every day, we are surrounded

categorizing various features

by different kinds of sound.

of human language. For

We hear alarms, dog barks,

instance, infants were able to

Author: Wan Yuet Ting Clarissa

broadcast on the train and

separate word by word in

people singing, humming and

sentences, identify stress

talking. Have you ever

patterns and distinguish

wondered how we manage to

vocabulary items such as

Based on: Vouloumanos, A. &
Werker, J.F. (2007). Listening to
language at birth: evidence for a
bias for speech in neonates.
Developmental Science,10(2),
159-171.

acquire our native language in

“cat” and “house” from

at the University of British

such a “noisy” environment?

grammatical words like

Columbia observed babies’

Why do we particularly learn

articles “a”, “an”, “the” and

behaviors during the exposure

human language but not dog

prepositions “at” and “in”.

to different kinds of sounds.

barks or birds’ songs?

More importantly, studies in

They recruited 22 newborn

brain activities reported that

babies who were around one

infants used different parts of

to four days old from a

their brains to process speech

hospital in Canada and

and non-speech sounds.

recorded their responses.

learn the sound patterns that

A new research published in

In the study, the researchers

are only made by members of

Developmental Science

presented two kinds of sound

the same species. Past

suggests that human babies are

researches reveal that human

more inclined to listen to

babies also have similar

human speech sound than

abilities. Newborns in those

other sounds. Athena

studies showed ability in

Vouloumanos at McGrill

discriminating and

University and Janet Werker

In the animal kingdom, many
creatures are able to filter
sounds and noise in the rich
acoustic environment and

Info

Language Acquisition

to the babies: speech stimuli

sound resembled human

days, preferred human speech

and non-speech stimuli. The

speech in many aspects.

to non-speech in the

speech stimuli were spoken by
a female native English
speaker and consisted of
nonsense words with only one
syllable such as “lif”.
Meanwhile, the non-speech
stimuli were artificial sounds
generated by computer. The
sounds did not have any
human voice quality, but they
were specially designed to
share similar characteristics, in
terms of length, pitch and
loudness with the speech
stimuli. The variation of sound
information between the two
kinds of stimuli was
minimized so that fewer

To study babies’ preferences,
infants’ responses were
recorded by using a pacifier
connected to a pressure sensor
while they were listening to
the sound stimuli. Speech and

experiment. This study
provides us with an
explanation to babies’ ability
to learn human language albeit
the wide range of sounds that
they encounter every day.

non-speech stimuli were

The researchers suggest that

played alternately to the

this kind of bias towards

babies every minute. Since

human speech is indeed

newborn babies are not able to

crucial to children’s

talk and tell the difference

development of normal

between the two stimuli,

language competence. Other

researchers observed and

studies also reveal that autistic

recorded the changes in the

children could not show

sucking rates of the babies to

preference to speech like

see if they were sensitive to

normal babies do. Clearly,

the sound difference.

babies’ bias to natural human

differences could be detected

The experiment showed that

between the speech and non-

babies sucked significantly

speech samples. That is, the

faster when they heard speech

critical difference between the

than non-speech sounds. This

two stimuli was the nature of

implies that babies are more

sound. In this way, researchers

interested in listening to

could see whether human

human speech sounds. Human

babies could identify human

babies, even those who were

voice even if the artificial

only born for less than five

speech contributes to their
acquisition of languages. So,
for parents who have pets at
home, you can be assured that
your children would not
acquire dog barks instead of
human speech. Babies do
know what kind of sound they
should listen and learn.

Language Acquisition

How do children learn large amount of vocabularies in
a short period of time?
Children’s Constraints on Word Meanings
Small

children

learn

they are learning new words

vocabularies in an amazing speed.

(this is referred to as the Whole

Studies have shown that children

Object

Assumption).

have learnt about 9,000- 14,000

example,

when

words

6.

learning the new word “ dog”,

Researchers are interested in

they are more likely to think that

knowing how children can learn

“dog” is referring the whole

words in such a fast pace.

animal instead of its parts (e.g.

Moreover, before they can learn

tail). So, it is common to see

group instead of object with

the meaning of words, children

children learning new words

related theme (this is referred to as

have to first know what a word is

through flash cards of animals and

the

labeling (whole object, parts or

objects.

Originally, when there is no

After learning new words of

“word” present, children are more

whole object, children need to

interested in learning the relation

extend the meaning of the new

of objects with the same theme

words to objects of same group.

such as cow and milk (milk is the

Therefore, the second constraint

product from cow) instead of

is that the new word may be also

objects of the same group such as

use to label object of the same

cow and pig (they both are in the

by

the

can

age

of

theme of the objects). A study by

Ellen Markman published in
Cognitive Science has found out
that children have 3 constraints
that enable them to learn words
effectively:
The first constraint is that children
are more likely to label the whole
object instead of its parts when

children

For
is

Info
Author: Wong Po Yi Bowie
Based on: Markman, E. M.
(1990). Constraints children
place on word meanings.
Cognitive Science, 14(1), 5777.

Taxonomic

Assumption).

Language Acquisition

group of “animal”). But, when a

label (this is referred to as the

familiar object and apply to its

“word” is present, they will shift

Mutual Exclusivity Assumption).

parts instead of the whole object.

their attention to the group

It helps children override the first

relation rather than the relation of

two constraints and enable them

similar theme. Ellen Markman

to learn words other than object

has done an experiment on

labels. How does this idea work?

children

Firstly, if the children do not

to

demonstrate

this

changing of attention. The result

know

the

object’s

name

showed that when children were

(unfamiliar object like “Lung”),

when children were told that the

the presence of a new word (e.g.

picture of cow is “Dax” and were

Trachea) will then lead the

asked to find another “Dax”, more

children to use the new word to

children picked the picture of pig

label the whole object, so they

instead of the picture of milk. This

may wrongly labeled the “lung”

experiment shows that when a

as “trachea”. But, if the children

“word” (i.e. Dax) is given to

know the object’s name (familiar

children, they would focus on the

object’s name, due to constraint
that one object has only one label,
they would be less likely to use
the new word on the whole object
again, but use it to name the parts,
color or other properties of the
object. By this way, children can

they are presented with large

Cow and Pig) instead objects

amount of vocabularies in their

under the similar theme (i.e. Cow

early childhood. If you want to

and Milk).

which is each object only has one

name before. If they know the

learn a lot more word meanings if

objects under the same group (i.e.

proposed the third constraint,

kinds of possible meanings of a

children do not know the object’s

are have related theme. However,

of a dog)? Ellen Markman also

able to limit and prioritize in the

label the whole object when

milk instead of pig, because they

about the parts of objects (e.g. leg

The main reason is that they are

word is present, it will be used to

children picked the picture of

how can children learn words

of words in a short period of time?

above three constraints. If a new

asked to pick another one, more

to a whole object or by group,

can children learn a large amount

new word by considering the

given the picture of cow and were

If children prefer labeling a word

Back to the first question, why

know more about this theory and
object like “Telephone”), and
they know that one object can
only has one label, they will be
more likely to use the new word
(e.g. receiver) to label its parts.
Therefore, the third constraint
helps children figure out the
meaning of the new word in a

experiment,

you

can

read

Constraint Children Place on
Word

Meanings

Markman.

by

Ellen
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The Selection of Determiner –
Different Language, Different Time
By Jacky FOK Shun Ho

Costa, A., Sebastian-Galles, N., Miozzo, M., &

have encountered this, but some may not. However,

Caramazza, A. (1999). The gender congruity effect:

don’t worry if you have experienced this, you won’t

Evidence from Spanish and Catalan. Language and

be classified as a patient of dyslexia or any other

Cognitive Processes, 14(4), 381-391

In many European languages, gender is one of
the very crucial grammatical features that inform

language disorders simply because of this – this, the
gender congruity effect, is very normal in some
languages.
The gender congruity effect happens when

which determiner is to be used, because different
forms of determiners are used for nouns of different
genders. For example der is used for masculine nouns,
such as der Mann (“the man”) and die for feminine
nouns, such as die Uhr (“the clock”) in German. If
gender differences exist in your language or you are
learning a language with gender differences, have
you ever come across the situation in that you use the
wrong determiner because the gender of the word you
intend to say is different from that of the object in
your eyes? I have once been in such a situation during
my German class, where I made the mistake die
Mann because I was looking at my watch (same as a
clock in German) at the same time. Some of you may

there is a conflict in the selection of the proper
determiner for a noun because of the difference of the
grammatical genders of two nouns in a speaker’s
mind.

Costa,

Sebastian-Galles,

Miozzo,

and

Caramazza (1999) carried out a study on Spanish and
Catalan speakers on this issue with reference to the
previous research of Schriefers (1993) on Dutch
speakers and Miozzo and Caramazza (1999) on
Italian speakers. Schriefers found that Dutch speakers
show a strong gender congruity effect – they showed
a lower accuracy and/or a longer decision time for the
selection of the proper determiner than usual when
they were asked to produce a noun phrase with the
proper determiner while simultaneously ignoring the

other noun with another gender. An example of this

In the study on Spanish and Catalan speakers,

task is to produce the masculine noun de deif (“the

Costa and his colleagues recruited native Catalan- or

thief) while ignoring the neuter noun het gezicht (“the

Spanish- speaking participants from the University of

face”). Contrarily, Miozzo and Caramazza found that

Barcelona. The two languages are chosen because

Italian native speakers did not show a lower accuracy

they are similar to the pair of Dutch and Italian.

nor a longer decision time in the task. The different

Catalan, similar to Italian, requires the phonological

result in the two studies are suggested to be because

information as well as the grammatical information

of the different time of selecting determiners in Dutch

for the selection of the proper determiner, whereas

and Italian. In Dutch, the grammatical gender and the

Spanish, similar to Italian, requires only the

other grammatical information is sufficient for

grammatical information for the proper determiner in

determining which determiner is to be used. However,

99.5% of all context (the 0.5% are that feminine

in Italian, the selection of determiners relies not only

nouns starting with a stressed /a/ take the masculine

on the grammatical information but also the

determiner). The participants were asked to name the

phonological information of the noun or the word the

pictures presented to them by producing a noun

follows the determiner, which goes to the speaker’s

phrase with a determiner, meanwhile they were also

mind at a later stage. Whether the first sound of the

presented

noun or the word that follows the determiner is a

unrelated word which was used to distract the

vowel or a consonant is a factor determining the

participants during the selection of determiner. They

proper determiner – if the following word starts with

found that all of them, no matter which language they

a vowel or some other specific combination such as

speak as the native language, do not show significant

“gn”, the determiner lo is used for masculine singular

gender congruity effect. In other words, no subjects

nouns, otherwise il should be used. The occurrence of

show significantly lower accuracy or longer decision

the selection of determiners at a later stage in Italian

time for the selection of the proper determiner in the

provides the speakers more time to solve the conflict

tasks with nouns of another gender distracting them.

that happens at the previous gender-selection stage

The absence of the gender congruity effect in Catalan

and select the proper determiner, so the gender

was expected because, as in Italian, the necessity of

congruity effect becomes invisible.

phonological information in selecting the determiner

a

phonologically

nor

semantically

delays the determiner selection to the later

determiners because of the phonological reason. This

phonological stage and therefore Catalan-speaking

study not only reinforces the result of the previous

participants had more time to solve the conflict.

studies, but, due to the existence of that 0.5% of

However, the absence of the gender congruity effect

contexts, also reveals that the selection for the proper

in Spanish is seemingly contradictory to the previous

determiner will be delayed to a later phonological

research of Schriefers. Since 99.5% of all contexts in

stage as long as phonological information may be

Spanish requires the grammatical information only

required for the selection, no matter how rare the case

for the selection of determiners, the selection of

is. More importantly, the studies on the gender

determiners was expected to occur at the earlier

congruity effect reveals that there is no universal

gender-selection stage. In other words, the Spanish-

theory of the process of producing a word, because

speaking participants were expected to show a lower

the cross-linguistic differences lead to different ways

accuracy and/or a longer decision time because of the

of producing speech in various languages.

conflicts.
The key to the problem is that the 0.5% of all
contexts that feminine nouns starting with a stressed
/a/ take the masculine determiner prevent Spanishspeakers from selecting the determiner for a noun
until the phonological stage is reached. They have to
check if the feminine noun starts with a stressed /a/
before selecting the determiner. Therefore, the extra
time allows them to solve the conflict before selecting
the proper determiner.
Unlike Dutch or Italian in the previous
research, Spanish cannot be distinctly classified as a
language that requires phonological information for
determiner selection or that do not, because of the
rare occurrence of feminine nouns taking masculine

References:
Miozzo, M., & Caramazza, A. (1999). The selection
of determiners in noun phrase production.
Journal

of

Experimental

Psychology:

Learning, Memory, and Cognition, 25(4), 907.
Schriefers, H. (1993). Syntactic processes in the
production of noun phrases. Journal of
Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory,
and Cognition, 19(4), 841.
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The Paradox of Language Selection
Competition between languages for selection in
bilingual speech
By LIN Sai Keung, Allen

Kroll, J. F., Bobb, S. C., Misra, M. M., & Guo, T.
(2008). Language selection in bilingual speech:
Evidence for inhibitory processes. Acta Psychologica,
128, 416-430

available. One of the experiments quoted is the
number naming test.

Some bilingual participants were invited for the
Do you always mix two languages in your

test. They were required to name Arabic numbers as

speech? In Hong Kong, it is not uncommon to hear

fast as possible in their mother tongue (L1) or another

people speaking in two languages in one single

language they know (L2). Results revealed that even

conversation. You may believe that as a proficient

participants were stronger in their L1, they sometimes

speaker of Chinese, English or both, you can freely

would still speak in L2 due to the influence of their

choose which language to speak. However, a group

habit of speaking, reflected by the frequency of the

of researchers, respectively from Pennsylvania State

use of L1 and L2 respectively. In other words, as

University and Beijing Normal University, may show

participants are familiar with both languages and use

you another point of view: you are not completely

L2 frequently, their stronger L1 sometimes would

free to choose a language you really intend to speak.

give way to L2 unconsciously so that they mix both
languages when talking.

The group of researchers reviewed a large
amount of literature written by other scholars to

Similar results explaining why participants

figure out how one language stands out instead of the

speak in L2 instead of L1 were obtained in another

other in a bilingual speech. They quoted a number of

test. Participants were first given some pictures to

experiments to summarize and analyze how human

study and later in the test, some of the pictures shown

brain makes decisions when people have to choose

to them were those they had studied while some

one language to speak when two languages are

others were new. Results showed that participants

named some of the pictures previously shown in the

process of participants selecting words and language

same language in both the study and test while some

in their brain is not one-off but persistent, implying

in different languages. This means the habit of

that competition between languages takes place

speaking was affecting the participants during the test,

whenever selection is required. This is reflected by

otherwise they would have employed the same

the fact that when language switching was allowed, it

language for the same pictures.

took more time for subjects to respond. On the
contrary, if language switching was not allowed, the

The researchers later extended the same

response time of subjects would be shorter. Finally, a

experiment to speakers of Japanese and English, for

language is selected based on the context of the

the two do not share the same writing system.

speech and meanings of the words. When a bilingual

Although the results were similar to the previous ones,

speaker is talking about a specific topic that he/she is

it confirmed that no matter what types of languages

more familiar with in a particular language, he/she

were involved in language mixing, speakers may talk

would probably choose that language for talking.

in their L2 but not L1 due to the frequent use of L2.
Again, bilingual speech is so common in our
The researchers found similar results when they

daily life, especially in the city we are living. It might

studied brain responses. By referring to results

just seem so natural when you unconsciously speak

obtained from event related potentials (ERPs) and

in two languages, but actually quite a number of

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), both

processes are taking place in our brain. You may

of which are used to measure brain activity and

think you can choose to speak in any languages you

response, the American and Chinese researchers

prefer, but do you still believe you are so “free” to

analyzed the time course and place where bilingual

choose a language that you want to speak after

speech is planned in the brain. Through looking into

reading the conclusion reached by the above

how different parts of the brain work and react when

researchers?

participants received some stimuli like numerals and
pictures that had nothing to do with language
selection in a test, the researchers found that the

Bilingualism

How two language are stored in a bilingual’s
brain – A matter of connecting strength
By Lok Ka Yan Sarine Creenie

Kroll, J. F., & Steward, E. (1994). Category
Interference in Translation and Picture Naming:
Evidence for Asymmetric Connections between
Bilingual Memory Representation. Journal of
Memory and Language, 33, 149-174.

pointy ears, sharp teeth and sharp claws…” And this
answer constitutes your concept of a cat. As for the
two remaining boxes, one of them stores words in
first language - Cantonese (e.g. 貓) and the other

For bilinguals, there had been a long debate
on how words in two languages are stored in the brain.
Taking Cantonese-English bilingual speakers as an
example: Growing up in Hong Kong, most of us
speak Cantonese as our mother tongue, in other
words this is our first language. On the other hand,
under the current education system, we learn English
in school since kindergarten and we could consider
English as our second language.
So how are they stored in our mind? Before
explaining this and to make it easier to visualize,
imagine that there are three storage boxes in our
minds: one of them is responsible for storing concepts.
For example, when I ask you what a cat is, you will
probably answer, “a cat has four legs, a small head,

stores words in second language - English (e.g. cat).
The next thing you need to know is that there are
connections between these three components. Since
Cantonese is our first language, it is directly linked
with concepts. The main concern of the bilingual
mind on storing languages is the connection of the
words in the second language (i.e. English). Is the
second language words box directly connected to the
concept box? Or is it only connected to the first
language words box? The results of the study of Kroll
& Steward (1994) can answer this question.
Their study revealed that the question to ask
is not whether the links exist but instead how strong
the links are. There are connections between second

language words box and concepts box, and between

bilinguals when they are translating from one

first language and second language words box as well.

language to another, and the second is to see whether

The main issue is the strength of the connection

they can translate from the second language to the

between the three boxes. In their paper, they have

first language (e.g. 貓

evidence to prove that if pictures of objects are

way around (e.g. Cat

organized and shown according to the category (e.g.
cats, dogs, birds in the category of animals; hats,
mittens, shirts in the category of clothing), people
will take longer time to name the object out loud than

Cat) faster than the other
貓). There are two tasks in

the experiment. The first was to read the words shown
on the screen aloud in the first language and the
second language (e.g. if the word “貓” is displayed,
the subject has to read out “貓” as quickly and as

when the pictures are in random order (e.g. cats, shirts,
grapes, pencils…). The reason for this is that if the
speaker is aware of the pattern that the objects
displayed are grouped according to the category (e.g.
animals), once they see the picture of a cat, they will
automatically think about other animals (dogs,
birds…) this process is a burden to the mind and
hence the slower to name the object. The same burden

accurately as possible; if the word “cat” is shown on
the screen, the subject has to read “cat” out loud as
quickly and as accurately as they can). The second
task is to translate words from the first language to
the second language (e.g. “貓” is displayed and they
have to shout out “Cat”) and vice versa (e.g. “Cat” is
displayed and they have to shout out “貓”).

also exists when words are organized according to a

For the first task, the results showed that in

category and shown to the subjects to name them out

general, reading out words in the second language

loud.

took longer time than reading out words in the first

This is an important finding for the final

experiment.

language no matter the words displayed are in

The experiment has two goals: the first is to

random order or categorized. For the second task,

see whether this burden will also be shown in

translating from the second language to the first
language was faster than from the first language to

the second language (i.e. Translating from “cat” to

To conclude, what is important regarding how two

“貓” was faster than translating from “貓” to “cat”).

languages are stored in the bilingual’s mind is not

However, if the words were displayed in a

whether the how the components (i.e. first language

categorized way, translating from the first language

words, second language words and concepts) are

to the second language was slower than when the

connected but rather the relative strength between

words were displayed randomly. The burden

these connections.

mentioned

previously

is

shown

in

bilingual

translation as well.
Taken together, the results of the study
supports that for bilinguals, the connection between
the first language words box and concepts box is
stronger than the link between the second language
words box and concepts box. Also, it takes more time
to translate from the first language to the second
language (i.e. Cantonese to English) because the
process involves more steps: it starts from the first
language (Cantonese) words box to the concept box
and finally to the second language (English) words
box. On the other hand, it is faster to translate from
the second language to the first language (i.e. English
to Cantonese) because it directly goes from the
second language words box to the first language
words box.

Bilingualism

Highly Proficient Bilinguals
Could Restrict Themselves to One of Their Languages
By Mut Tsz Ching

Costa A, Miozzo M, Caramazza A. (1999). Lexical
Selection in Bilinguals: Do Words in the Bilingual's
Two Lexicons Compete for Selection? Journal of
Memory and Language, 41, 365-97.

interference experiments with 130 highly proficient,
balanced Catalan-Spanish bilinguals who had been
studying at the University of Barcelona, aged 18-25,
native of Catalonia and reported to use both of the

"What is the object in the picture? Please name

languages in their daily life. Regarding the

it in Cantonese and ignore the English word you'll

experiments, participants were required to ignore the

see." A person who speaks Cantonese and English

written word shown on the screen together with a

equally well is shown a picture of a table and an

picture (e.g. a table) and name the object in the

English word (distractor), then is given the above

picture in Catalan. The time they spent from seeing

command. Do you think that his/her production of the

the picture to giving out the answer (reaction time)

answer, toi2 "table" in Cantonese, will be hindered or

and error percentage were recorded in order to see if

facilitated by the English word shown on the screen?

the written word facilitated or hampered their

A research published in Journal of Memory and

production of the answer.

Language in 1999 suggested that some kinds of

The content of the written distracting words was

distracting words help participants retrieve the

manipulated in the seven tasks; let’s say the object in

intended answer, namely the name of the object, from

the picture was a table, then four types of the

the brain while others may hinder or pose no effect

distracting words were included. Though the written

on the production of the answer. These are called

distracting word was shown to participants either in

"facilitation effects" and the finding that words used

Catalan or in Spanish, the following types of

for distracting participants would appear in their

distracting words were in both Catalan and Spanish

mind to different degrees is called "facilitation

sets. Firstly, the object’s names (i.e. taula and mesa)

asymmetry".

in Experiment 1, 2 and 4. Secondly, words related to

Albert Costa, Michele Miozzo and Alfonso

‘table’ in terms of meaning (e.g. 'chair') in

Caramazza at the University of Barcelona and

Experiment 2 and 3. Thirdly, words similar in form

Harvard University conducted seven picture-word

and sound to the Catalan answer taula ‘table’ and its

On the other hand, participants needed longer

translated word in the other language. Finally, words

time to react when the distracting word was the name

totally unrelated to the Catalan word taula ‘table’ in

of an object associated with that in the picture

terms of meaning, as well as form and sound.

(semantically related distractor). Taking the pair of

The authors found that participants named the

words "table" and "chair" as an example, regardless

object in the picture faster when the distracting word

of the language of the distracting word, when

was (a) the picture name (identical condition), and (b)

participants saw the written word "chair" shown with

words similar to the answer in form and sound

the picture "table", the word meaning "chair" in both

(phonologically

similar

Catalan and Spanish would appear in participants'

condition) regardless of language. With regard to (a),

mind to an equal degree. Then, the Catalan word

the reaction time would be even shorter when the

meaning "chair" would slow down the participants

distracting word was typed in Catalan, the language

from retrieving taula (Catalan word meaning 'table',

in which the response should be. The reasons behind

i.e. the intended response), resulting in longer time to

was that participants receiving the same message

give the answer. It was the Catalan word that

twice facilitates the naming of the object. For instance,

interfered the naming process as Catalan was the

the word 'table' would pop up in participants' mind

language used for responses.

and

orthographically

when they saw the picture of a table and would appear

To

conclude,

instead

of

two

languages

again when the participants saw the word 'table' in

competing in a bilinguals' mind, the authors proposed

Catalan (taula) or Spanish (mesa), it made the

that highly proficient, balanced bilinguals could

production of the answer taula easier. Concerning the

control their access to one of their two languages

reason behind (b), it was the similar or identical parts

when producing speech. It is because shorter reaction

between the distracting word and the answer which

time was recorded when participants encountered a

helped participants shorten the time needed for

distracting word in Catalan than that in Spanish, even

naming the object in the picture. For example, given

though both the distracting words refer to the object's

that the object in the picture was fulla, 'leaf' in Catalan,

name in the picture.

and the distracting written word was fusta in Catalan,
the fu- part in common directly activated the fu in the
answer fulla in participants' mind so it resulted in
faster reaction.
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Two languages process at a time
By Suen Siu Ching Emma

Marian, V., & Spivey, M. (2003). Bilingual and

or it is going to be processed both at the same time?

monolingual processing of competing lexical items.

In some early studies, they claimed that there are two

Applied Psycholinguistics, 24, 173-193

individual ‘dictionaries’ in a bilingual’s brain. It
meant bilinguals can only work with one language at

Hong Kong is a bilingual city with two official
languages, Chinese and English. It is so common for
us knowing two languages and be a bilingual. Even
though Chinese is the first language for most of us,
we always include English in our daily conversation
and keep switching between two languages. For
example, ‘你(nei5)都(dou1)唔(m4)

a time, which is also called Language Selective
Access. However, this stand has been challenged by
recent findings. They supported that the combined
dictionary is existed in a bilingual’s brain and it can
process two languages at the same time. This
hypothesis is called Language Non-Selective Access.
Furthermore, it came up with an idea that we have to

make sense’ (You make no sense) shows how we

spend more time to understand a second language

communicate with the mixture of both languages in

wording into a first language sentence than vice versa.

daily basis. Have you ever wondered how we, as a

Applied Psycholinguistics has published one updated

receiver, understand a bilingual sentence? Do our

research reinforcing bilinguals can process two

brains have two individual ‘dictionaries’ or a

languages at the same time, Language Non-Selective

combined one to process two languages?

Access. Also, there is an equal effect on processing

Whether our brains would switch off the language

time between two languages. This study was

that is not in use and turn on the corresponding ones,

conducted by Viorica Marian and Michael Spivey

from

Northwestern

University

and

Cornell

out the effects made by the distractions, the eye

University. To observe the processing time of

movements of the participants were recorded.

languages, they invited Russian-English bilinguals

Throughout the experiments, participants were asked

and English monolinguals who were students at

to put on a headband-mounted with eye-tracking

Cornell University to participate in two experiments.

device recording the eye movements and a scene

In this research, there were two experiments, one

camera to provide images of participants’ views.

targeting Russian-English bilinguals and another one

In the result, it showed that the Russian- English

targeting English monolinguals. The instructions of

bilinguals looked at the distracting objects more

both experiments were given by a fluent Russian-

frequently than other objects. It worked on both

English bilingual without noticeable accent in either

languages with the similar or same pronunciations

language. For Russian-English bilinguals, they were

regardless to their first or second languages. The

tested in two parts with Russian and English

result implied that bilinguals can process two

respectively. On the other hand, for English

languages at the same time and both languages would

monolinguals, they were only tested in the English

affect each other. It supports the Language Non-

part. All participants were asked to take and place

Selective Access as mentioned before.

objects by following instructions. There were some

The researchers suggested that bilingual listeners

distracting objects during the experiments. The

would simultaneously link the pronunciations of

distracting objects were under the same or similar

words with the two languages they know, even when

pronunciations in either language. By observing the

in a monolingual situation. Thus, we can understand

effects made by the distractions, researchers could

bilingual sentences. It shows how surprising our

see whether bilinguals could process two languages

brains are while processing two languages at a time.

at the same time and if the effect on processing time
between two languages were equal. In order to find
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Bilingual Lexical Activation
Sentence context affects activation of L1 and L2 in
bilinguals’ mental lexicon
By Tang Mei Kwan Kathy

Schwartz, A. I., & Kroll, J. F. (2006). Bilingual

sentence parts tell you “bank” here relates to money.

lexical activation in sentence context. Journal of

In psycholinguistics, we call this sentence context

Memory and Language, 55,197-212.

effect, which means that sentence context affects
how we interpret a word. In other word, the context

Have you ever thought about how your brain works
when you read, listen or speak? If you want to know

helps eliminate the ambiguity and makes the target
word’s meaning clearer.

the answer, perhaps psycholinguistics will interest
you! Before moving on to talk about a
psycholinguistics study, let’s look at the following
sentence first: “Tom went to the bank.” Can you tell
what means by “bank” here, a financial institution or
a river side? I guess you might have found it hard to
tell, because other parts in this sentence do not
provide sufficient information or cues to let you
know the exact meaning of “bank”. How about in
the sentence as follows? “Tom’s wallet was empty
so he went to the bank.” Now you can figure out
“bank” refers to the financial institution since other

Now let’s see how context helps bilinguals. If you
are a bilingual, you might have once unconsciously
spoke a word in your second language (L2) when
you were speaking in your first language (L1). Why
would this happen? This is because the mental
lexicon in our brain holds all of our word knowledge
and we search for words in it when we produce or
comprehend languages. Bilinguals have an
integrated mental lexicon, which means both
languages they know would be simultaneously
activated while searching for words in their lexicon.

For example, if you are a Cantonese-English

in red color appeared and participants had to read it

bilingual, when you see an apple, both “apple” and

out loud as fast as possible. Those words in red were

“蘋果” (“apple” in Chinese) would be activated at

important for this experiment because they helped

the same time. Which one is the suitable one to be

test participants’ reactions. They could be words that

selected depends on the situation. For instance, if

have a common ancestor, usually look alike and

you were talking to a British, you would simply

have related meanings e.g. “piano”; or words that

choose to say “apple” instead of “蘋果”. But here

share the same written forms but have different

comes a question: if the sentence context effect
works, under the constraining-context i.e. I have
kept speaking English, why shouldn’t “apple” be the

meanings e.g. “fin” (meaning “end” in Spanish).
Experimenters recorded how much time participants
took to recognize the red word. If participants took

only word activated in my mental lexicon? If not,
does it mean that bilingual lexical activation is not
influenced by sentence context effect? Is there crosslanguage activation?

To investigate this interesting question, a study
(published in Journal of Memory and Language)
was carried out examining the word recognition
performance of 62 Spanish-English bilinguals
(English as their L2). In the experiments, they were
required to look at a computer screen, on which an
English sentence showed up, one word at a time.
After reading almost a half of the sentence, a word

longer time in order to read aloud the word, it might
be because words in both L1 and L2 were activated
so they needed to take more time to select the
appropriate candidate. In contrast, if participants
took shorter time, it might show that only one
language was activated in the mental lexicon. Thus

there was no competition between candidates and no

English were activated. Participants needed to spend

selection was needed, and the participant could read

time selecting the suitable one before reading it out.

aloud the red word faster. In a bid to look into the

But if “piano” was in a sentence of high-constraint

influence of sentence context effect more clearly,

context, participants could quickly read it out

some test sentences were of high-constraint context

because the context made “piano” in English the

(e.g. “Before playing, the composer first wiped the

only candidate to be activated. Such high-constraint

keys of the piano at the beginning of the concert”),

sentence context effect was found for both higher-

while some had low-constraint context (e.g. “When

and lower-proficiency bilingual groups.

we entered the dining hall we saw the piano in the

Nevertheless, a point to note was that only words

corner of the room”). Besides, participants were

that have related meanings in both languages could

divided into two groups, one had higher English

cause simultaneous activation of L1 and L2 in

proficiency and one had lower. As more proficient

bilinguals’ mental lexicon. For words that have

bilinguals should be able to comprehend the

identical written forms but different meanings in L1

sentence context better, sentence context effect was

and L2, only one language would be activated. For

supposed to be stronger for them.

example, when participants saw the red word “fin”,
no matter in sentences of low- or high-constraint

Results of the study showed that low-constraint

context, they could quickly read aloud “fin” in

context could not prevent the situation that both L1

English because only “fin” in English was activated.

and L2 words are activated in bilinguals’ mental

After this study, more studies will be done in the

lexicon, but high-constraint context could. For

future to investigate how words are actually

instance, participants took longer time to read aloud

activated in bilinguals’ mental lexicon.

red words like “piano” in low-constraint context
sentences because “piano” in both Spanish and
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A tale of two scripts: Superior bilinguals of same-script
languages over bilinguals of different-script languages?
By Wong Pui Yu

Hoshino, N., & Kroll, J. F. (2008). Cognate effects in
picture naming: Does cross-language activation
survive a change of script? Cognition, 106, 501-511.

activation also apply to the languages with a larger
discrepancy in the writing?
A recent study were carried out to compare the

Have you ever imagined how our mind

performance of bilinguals speaking same-script and

processes the naming of objects in daily lives? It

different-script languages. In the study, Noriko

comes so natural that we start learning the names of

Hoshino and Judith Kroll from the Pennsylvania

objects in both Cantonese and English. Previous

State University analyzed the performance of 35

studies suggest that when French-English and Dutch-

Spanish-English bilinguals and 27 Japanese-English

English

bilinguals

(individuals

with

certain

proficiency in two languages) speak in one language,
the other language is also activated. Given that
European languages share mostly the same set of
alphabets, they are found to benefit from the samescript nature of the languages. They can name
pictures faster if the names share similar sounds in
both languages. Compared with the different-script
languages such as English and Chinese, English is
expressed in alphabets but Chinese in characters, as
in ‘language’ and ‘ 語 言 ’ respectively. Does this

bilinguals, with English as their second language, in
a picture naming task. Spanish and English are

regarded as same-script languages while Japanese

English bilinguals to name the pictures with matched

and

languages.

sounds in their languages with 90% accuracy.

Participants were asked to name the pictures of the

Therefore, the pronunciation of the words is shown to

objects shown on a computer monitor as quickly and

be a more important factor to recall words than the

accurately as possible in English. The pictures are 72

writing systems of the languages. In naming objects

black-and-white line drawings that half of them are

with matched sounds, bilinguals speaking different-

names with similar sounds and possibly with similar

script languages, like Chinese-English bilinguals in

spelling in their first and second languages, while the

Hong Kong, are in fact comparable with counterparts

other half are names without matched sound or

of same-script language.

English

are

different-script

spellings. For instance, Spanish-English bilinguals

Undeniably, the largely shared alphabetic

are expected to respond faster in names with similar

writing system for same-script languages serves as an

sounds and spelling such as ‘camel’ and ‘camello’,

advantage. When reading out a passage, bilinguals of

but slower in unmatched ones ‘clown’ and ‘payaso’.

same-script languages have an additional cue of

Japanese-English bilinguals are also predicted to

spelling to enhance the processing of word meaning

respond faster in names with similar sounds as in

than the ones of different-script languages. However,

‘shirt’ and ‘ シ ャ ツ ’ (pronunciation: sha.tsu), but

this study confirmed that they are not always the

slower in unmatched ones ‘sheep’ and ‘ ヒ ツ ジ ’

superior ones. All bilinguals can name objects with
similar pronunciations in their languages faster

(pronunciation: hi.tsu.ji).
The results revealed that the activation of sounds
in first and second languages also occurred in
bilinguals

speaking

different-script

languages.

without the constraints of scripts. English learners at
beginner level in Hong Kong should utilize their
capacity to pick up some vocabularies with matched

Japanese-English bilinguals answered as fast and

sounds such as ‘taxi’ and ‘的士’, ‘party’ and ‘派對’,

accurately as Spanish-English bilinguals in the

as well as ‘sofa’ and ‘梳化’. It acts as an encouraging

picture-naming task, despite the different writing

first step to gain certain exposure in English and

systems of Japanese and English. It took only about

possibly paves a path to future success.

one second for both Spanish-English and Japanese-
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Bilingualism means more than language
By Yuen Hon Cheung Sunday

Kroll, J.F., & Bialystok, E. (2013). Understanding
the consequences of bilingualism for language
processing and cognition. Journal of Cognitive
Psychology, 25, 497-514.

Is it beneficial to learn one more language in

chances for exercise and social interaction are more
outstanding than those growing in isolated cages.
Bilingualism is one such experience for human. It
affects the function and structure of mind. Bilinguals

addition to the mother tongue? If you are a bilingual,

use different mental resources for language and

you may not notice that when you are using one

cognitive processing, making the brain more

language alone the information of both languages

efficient.

would still pop out in your mind. In fact, bilinguals

So how cognition can be affected by

need to suppress the language not in use regarding

language processing? Martin, Macizo and Bajo

cognitive processing. A study by Bialystok suggests

invited Spanish-English bilinguals to judge word

that bilinguals perform better nonverbal executive

pairs containing an interlingual homograph (e.g. pie-

control tasks which requires to ignore irrelevant

toe, where tie is the Spanish for foot) and word pairs

information comparing with the monolinguals. And,

including the English translation of Spanish

there is linkage between language and cognition

interpretation of homograph (e.g. foot-hand).

difference between bilinguals and monolinguals.

Bilinguals take longer time for the judging word

Concerning cognitive and brain sciences, it

pairs containing a homograph, and they also take

is well-known that rats growing in stimulating

longer time for judging a subsequent pair containing

environments which provide interesting toys and

the translation of homograph rather than an

unrelated control. It shows that bilinguals inhibit the

Spanish sentences. For instance, looking at the

language not in use in both word production and

sentence Peter fell in love with the daughter of

recognition, that the time course of the inhibitory

psychologist who studied in California, native

processes is to differ for production and

English speakers said it was the psychologist who

comprehension, and that the language that is

studied in California but native Spanish speakers

inhibited is L1, mother tongue. The relation of

said it was the daughter. Not only at the level of

bilingual language processes and cognitive

lexicon, but at the level of grammar, interactions and

consequences so are illustrated.

competition across languages occur as well.

Moreover, the level of interaction across two

In a nutshell, language experience greatly

languages are high. Dussias and Sagarra invited

relates to the mind and the brain with the

Spanish-English bilinguals to process ambiguous

demonstration of bilingual advantage.

